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THE doctri ne of metempsychosis (reincarnation) may almost claim to be
a natural or innate belief in the human mind, if we may judge from its wide
diffusion among the nations of the earth and its pre val ence throughout the
historical ages.-Professor Francis Bowen

THE SCIENCE OF LIVI NG,

by H. T. Edge, M. A.

Where there is no vision the people perish.-Pr01•erbs, xxix. 78

�� ""� CIENCE is a word to conjure with nowadays ; but, judging by
�

the state of the world, and by the state of our own minds,
there must be something the matter with our science. Psy
chology is another word we are very fond of today ; and so
��� is biology. In the magazines and papers you will find every
week articles on psychology as applied to education, the treat
ment of criminals, and the care of the insane. Science has
� made notable progress in the treatment of disease, but at
the same time is responsible for many diseases ; and some think that civ
ilization is gravely threatened by disease.
But this is not the fault of science itself, for science means knowledge
and is a sacred name. The fault is that our intellect has been applied in
the wrong direction, so that our science is not really science. At least it is
not the science of living.
The fact seems to be that we have no real science of l iving at all. The
domain of that which we call science is confined to external matters, and
nowhere gets beyond the region which is defined by the perceptions of the
five bodily senses and by the mental conceptions which we form from the
data supplied by these senses. But the actual fact is that our lives are
comparatively little influenced by this sense-world and its phenomena.
They are influenced by subtler forces ruling in the world of mind and emo
tion. Character and conduct are the things that count in life ; and our
science does not concern itself with character and conduct.
Then there is religion, with its various creeds. This may certainly be
said to concern itself with character and conduct. But, if we are to j udge
by results, we cannot say it has made good, nor that it promises much
hope for the future. But here again let us hasten to say that Religion itCi
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self is not condemned, but only our failure to realize it. As is well recog
nised in intelligent quarters, religion has occupied itself too much with the
next world and has too much neglected the world we live in.
Aside from orthodox science and authoritative religion, there is only
speculation to be relied on ; and of this we have plenty, in many fields .
There should also be added to our list of resources a heritage of ideas
gained from ancestral experience and of instinctive virtues inherited from
past times ; but this is a capital that cannot be drawn upon indefinitely .
One essential thing we have not succeeded in obtaining - that is, unity.
The words standing for this, such as brotherhood, fellowship, and the like,
have become almost cant phrases, owing to misunderstandings and abortive
attempts to realize their meaning. Yet we are always driven back upon
them, for unity is obviously the key to the problems of life. But, sooner
than try to make men one and united, we should seek to recognise the fact
that they are one and united. In other words, we should aim to recognise
and to realize the spiritual unity of mankind. In a recent lecture on bio
logy, delivered under these auspices, we were told that the Intelligence
back of creation is striving to create one great organism out of humanity.
This creative intelligence, which inspires all evolution, begins by evolving
small organisms, consisting of perhaps a single cell, and by combining
them makes greater and ever greater organisms. The individual life of
the cell is lost in the far greater and better l ife which it lives as an integral
part of the larger organism . And so, the lecturer said, the great Intelli
gence behind humanity is ever aiming to bring individual men together so
as to realize the unity of a great and sublime organism, wherein our petty
personal" selves will pale before the light of that greater life which we shall
live as integral parts of the great human orchestra . And all this is made
possible by the fact that there is a single spiritual essence, a single fount of
spiritual life, for all men. The key to the science of living, therefore, is to
recognise this spiritual oneness of mankind and to do all that is possible to
realize it. For this purpose it is clear that we need a higher psychology
than that which is never tired of dwelling on the morbidities and eccentri
cities of human nature, and of comparing man with the animals. We need
a psychology which shall direct our thoughts to the higher part of our na
ture and fill our imagination with pictures of man's divine possibilities .
For i t i s true, a s w e hear i n lectures on evolution, that the animals are man's
younger brothers, as it were, and that in them are reflected man's various
propensities and desires, so that the animals copy man, their elder bro
ther; and man, when he throws off his mortal vestures, sends out into the
ether the psychic; materials which the great architects of Nature can util
Much good,
ize in building up the denizens of the animal kingdom.
then, will it do us to be for ever harping on the analogies between man's
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lower nature and the nature of the animals, and excusing ourselves for our
frailties on the ground of a theory that \Ve are ascended from the animals.
Whatever, though, may be the truth as regards the origin and the
lineage of man's physical body, that truth cannot affect the fact that
man has a self-conscious mind, whose limits are boundless, and which is
absolutely of its own kind, and underivable from any sort of animal mind.
The evolutionists do not tell us where man got this self-conscious mind
from, nor when he got it ; nor do they concern themselves with studying
its nature and uses. But that is the question which we must consider as
of prime importance to anyone who talks about the science of living.
The future, which seems so problematical to many anxious thinkers, is
full of hope for the Theosophist; for he realizes that the reason why men
are in such perplexity today is because they have been for ages filling their
minds with wrong ideas about the nature of man ; and that, if these wrong
ideas are replaced by reasonable ones, it is only a question of time before
light will begin to dawn brightly in many places.
For knowledge about anything is obtained when the thoughts of many
people are directed long and continuously towards that object. Besides
the individual minds of individual persons, there is a racial mind, which is
a sort of common atmosphere in which we all partake. Some people can
rise above the level of the racial mind, but no one can rise very far above it ;
and even when somebody does do so, we have a case of a genius, who re
sembles an isolated peak, and is apt to be out of tune with his surroundings.
So what is necessary is to educate the public mind up to a higher level,
to remove many fixed ideas and implant new ones.
Take, for instance, the idea of immortality. The greater part of our
mind is mortal, for it grew up gradually during the period of our growth ;
it did not exist before our present body was born, and it is not fitted to
survive the decease of that body. All this part of the mind, made up of
the memories, associations and impressions garnered in this life, is what is
called our personality. But yet we are not wholly mortal ; something
tells us that. There is an immortal essence back of the ordinary conscious
ness, and to this has been given the name of the Individuality to distin
guish it from the perishable personality. People do not have much idea
of any distinction like this ; they have not been taught to think along
these lines. What a difference it would make if they were taught ! And
if they were accustomed to hold in their minds the idea of reincarnation,
and to ponder over it and test it in the light of daily experience, they
would soon find their conceptions of life and death gradually changing,
and would realize how inadequate were their previous notions. We have
not now at all a vivid idea of our own immortality, but that is only be
cause we have thought so little about it. The feeling of immortality would
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gradually become keener and more common, if people were educated to
think upon it. And remember, that immortality is not to be thought of
as if it were something belonging to the after-death. I t is something that
goes on all the time ; you are immortal now. Behind your mind stands that
Light, ready to make itself known, whenever you are able to receive it. I t
i s this that inspires u s with noble unselfish thoughts ; this i s the part of us
that never dies. A true psychology would teach us about this immortal
part and how to come into touch with it.
The quotation with which I began this lecture has a second part .
The whole quotation runs : " Where there is no vision the people perish :
but he that keepeth the law, happy is he." ·what law do we keep? What
law do we even recognise? Yet without law there can be only chaos and
confusion. As George Eliot says: " There is no kind of conscious obed
ience that is not an advance on lawlessness." But to what are we obed
ient? What law or laws do we recognise? If we are to steer clear of the
false extremes of libertinism and license on the one hand, and blind sub
servience to a despotic authority on the other, we must obey some law
recognised by all to be a law of nature, and implicitly obeyed because on
obedience depends our welfare. This we already do in many of the con
cerns of life· - in hygiene, for instance. We do not defy the laws of health
recklessly, eat poisonous food, and expose ourselves to damp and cold ;
nor on the other hand do we blindly obey the arbitrary decrees of a des
potic doctor. We simply recognise that there are laws of health, and we
obey them, and we believe that the doctor knows more about them than
we do, and so we consult him and trust him.
Now let us apply this to the question of higher laws - laws that regu
late the moral hygiene of humanity. Are we recklessly to defy the laws,
or behave indiscriminately as if there were no laws, or set up our own
whims and passions as laws? And if we find that this will not do, since we
dare not allow our brother the same license as we may claim for ourselves,
then are we on the other hand to obey some arbitrary rule or authority?
In short, are we limited to the choice between anarchy and despotism, be
tween libertinism and dogmatism? Nay, there must surely be laws of
moral well-being which all can recognise and obey.
Let us take some concrete and particular instance. Let us take the
case of honesty and dishonesty. What should be one's motive for being
honest? Is it fear that you will be found out, or that you will lose your
customers, or is it some vague moral instinct that you have inherited or
acquired? The former is a mean motive ; the latter is a motive that needs
to be better understood, so that it can stand up against the assaults of
·
cynical reasoning . The fact is that the dishonest man sins against him
self, because he violates the purity of his own nature, poisons himself, in-
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jects virus into himself. And the same with the man who thinks impure
thoughts of any kind: he pollutes himself. But is even this the right mo
tive? Scarcely so, for it is rather a selfish motive. The immoral man poi
sons not merely his uwn life but the life of others. Fellow-feeling, the
sense of corporate unity, should therefore be the motive for right-living.
Good motives alone do not save their possessor from mistakes disas
trous alike to himself and to others. The futility of good intentions when
not accompanied by wisdom is a sufficiently hackneyed theme and need
not be amplified here. Our title tonight is the science of living, and science
means knowledge. The element of knowledge or science cannot be said
to have entered much into our religious life; for this life we associate with
ethics and maxims. We have two branches of knowledge, the religious and
the scientific, neither one of them complete, each going lame and halting on
one leg. Whoever Christ, the man, was, I fully believe that in his day he
had a Gnosis or body of teachings, which he communicated to his chosen
disciples - those who had proved themselves worthy - - and that for some
reason or other these teachings have not come down to us; they have been
mislaid, and we have only the teachings which he gave in public when ad
dressing large crowds.
H. P. Blavatsky, Foundress of the Theosophical Society, demonstrated
to the Western world the reality of the existence of the Secret Doctrine of
Antiquity, a body of knowledge which has been handed do\vn through the
ages, but which has been lost sight of during the centuries of our civiliza
tion and the preceding dark ages. The forces of evil seem to have over
come men's minds and thus compelled the sacred knowledge to seek safety
in seclusion; and dogmatic religions and warring sects took its place.
But we have reached a stage when the Secret Doctrine is due to be re
vived. Occultism takes strange forms when not built on the rock of bro
therhood, and hence we find abroad today many weird cults of psychism,
some of them constructed out of travestied teachings of H. P. Blavatsky.
But these cults are many and di\-ergent, as are also the personalities and
coteries which head them; which alone is enough to stamp them as imita
tions. But when we examine them, we find they are not practical or ser
viceable to humanity, however ambitious in their prophecies; and some
of them are very grotesque and unwholesome. True Theosophy is known
by its identity with the teachings of H. P. Blavatsky, and by its practica
bility and wholesomeness. True Occultism is concerned with the develop
ment of man's Individuality, not that of his personality; a distinction
which cannot be too often emphasized, the Individuality being that part
of man which is eternal, and the personality being merely a temporary
structure put together during a single life on earth, and compact of per
sonal vie ws, habits and prejudices.
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When people speak of self-development, they usually have reference
to personal growth; yet how small a thing is this compared with the needs
of humanity! Is it not simply selfish emulation over again, the striving
to raise oneself ahove one's fellows
a futile task in the long run? What
could a great teacher care about satisfying various personal ambitions,
when faced by the problem of the betterment of humanity? Theosophy,
therefore, must be concerned with the uniting of men into a harmonious
working whole; and the true aim of Occultism is the attainment of such
knowledge as shall enable mankind at large to solve the problem of life.
The teaching that man is compact of the animal and the god has its
correspondence in the physical body itself of man. A recognition and
study of this fact would constitute a true and really helpful biology.
Man has been compared to an Aeolian harp with t\YO sets of chords - one
of finest silver, the other of coarse catgut. It is the latter alone, the coarser
fibers of his nature, that are set in vibration by the play of emotions
and sensations arising from the lower or animal nature of man. Biology, so
far, is studying this lower aspect of man's nature alone. But within all
this mechanism of nerves, is the other and finer mechanism, the silver
strings of the harp, which can be made to vibrate only in response to in
fluences arising from the higher nature. Correspondingly the brain has
two functions: it acts as a reflector or mirror to the impulses arising from
the lower vital organs, and it can serve as a central distributing agency
and co-ordinating center for the various impulses. But this is only a
minor and superficial function. The real function of the brain remains
unknown to biology, and the greater part of that organ even seems super
fluous. The fact is that it is still a rudimentary organ in man, and is not
used. but only awaiting the time when it shall be used. It is the organ
for higher forms of consciousnesss not yet used by the ordinary man.
Things like this about the body should be investigated carefully, because
they remove the teachings from the domain of mere speculation and bring
them down to actual practical life. I t is also most important that the in
complete and misleading biology should be counteracted.
Does the mind act on the body, or the body on the mind? It is both
ways ; there is action and reaction. But the mind starts the ball rolling.
The body is a creature of habit, its cells and organs being like small ani
mals, which have only a limited consciousness, just enough to enable them
to repeat over and over again any impression which may have been
stamped upon them. Thus, a wrong thought initiated by the mind will
impress itself upon the body, which will thereafter tend to set up a repeti
tion of that wrong thought. In time the influence from the body may
grow strong enough to overpower the mind, and then the man becomes
the slave of his passions. Pessimists, seeing this, have reasoned that the
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mind is al ways and inevitably under the sway o f the body; but the case
is far otherwise with man. The fact of his possessing a dual nature con
troverts this opinion and makes the facts quite different. Man has a neu
tral center, an independent fulcrum, outside his emotional nature, by
means of which he can escape from what otherwise woul d be a vicious
circle. This outside and independent influence is what we call conscience,
and the sense of right and duty and honor and compassion. It arises from
no animal or corporeal influence within the cells, but is a ray of light from
the divine center of our nature. This higher influence does not act direct
ly upon the body, but it acts through the mind. Conscience and intuition
inspire our mind with right motives, and then our mind, thus inspired,
acts upon the body, thereby setting aside and defeating the coarser influ
ences from below.
This fact is very important as showing the error of hypnotism and psy
chic influence and certain methods of proposed self-cure. The attempt is
made, in these methods, to act directly upon the body, or to influence the
mind through the body. But the right plan is to influence the mind by
counsel and exhortation and appeals to conscience and reason ; and thus
the mind is healed, and then the mind can heal the body. This latter pro
cess can then be assisted by the proper medical treatment; but unless the
patient's mind is corrected and adjusted first, it is of little use to try to ef
fect a genuine cure of all those ailments which depend on wrong habits,
whether of thought or act.
The early years of life are the most important, because whatever hap
pens then is the most potent in its influence on the whole life. It is pre
cisely here - in these early years - that most of the evil is wrought; and
it is therefore precisely here that we must get in our lever to bring about a
change for the better. The Raja-Yoga education is of course based on
this idea. The notion which some would-be educators have, that a child
can safely be left to the guidance of ' nature ' is of course absurd, because
we have already modified nature by putting the child in a featherbed,
sheltering it within four walls, and feeding it on cooked food. In addition
we have endowed it with a physical heredity far from natural and per
fect, and it has probably passed through the first nine months of its bud�
ding existence amid a mental atmosphere that is quite artificial and far
from anything to which the term natural might truly be applied. The re
sult is that the child is born with a mixed nature. It is, in fact, a soul re
born amid circumstances of difficulty which demand our kind assistance.
To leave a child morally to its own devices and judgment would be
very like turning it out-of-doors to fend for itself against the elements.
There may be some educators who advocate theories of non-interference,
as they call it ; but these, where they have succeeded at all, are people of
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exceptional temperament, and in reality they influence the children very
strongly, though without seeming to do so. To preach such a gospel to
all and sundry for universal adoption would be a very different matter.
Children need constant watchfulness, care and protection ; they demand it
of us ; it is their right ; it is our duty. I f we fail in this duty, we are guilty.
Do you not know that, when children ask an indulgence, they are often
secretly hoping it will not be granted; and are secretly disappointed if it
is granted; and are interiorly glad when it is refused? The lower nature
pleads for indulgence ; the higher pleads for strength. Both of them are
asking you for recognition. Which will you recognise? Ah, how often do
we weakly and foolishly yield to the pleadings of the lower nature, and
thus flout the higher nature of our child or of our friend! And why? Is it
not because we are always yielding to the weakness of our own lower
nature?
Truly it is hard to know whether to begin with the parent or the child.
Practically, however, the problem is solved by beginning in both places
at once ; and so the Raja-Yoga school, in its wider limits, may be said to
'include a school for parents, and indeed for everybody, for we are all in
volved together in the problems of life.
What Theosophists must rely on is the fact that necessity will surely
by degrees impel people to invoke the aid of Theosophy, because they will
see that it is the only thing which can really give them the light and the
help which they are seeking. I f it can be practically demonstrated that
Theosophy succeeds where other things fail, no other credentials will be
asked. We certainly do need new faith, a new dawn of hope and belief
and confidence and trust and loyalty and enthusiasm. Where are we t o
get it? W e cannot g o o n forever drawing o n the capital of religious feeling
accumulated by our ancestors . We feel that somehow the world has lost
much of grandeur and beauty and joy, and has become dull and little and
prosaic. The golden age and the lost Eden are in the past, but they can
be recreated; and surely the Soul qf man is not dead, but only sleeping,
and will evoke the glory of the past once more by its quenchless yearning.
Oh that life could be beautiful once more!
Life is beautiful for the bird and the little child ; but as for us the bur
den of thought has weighed us down, so that some cynics have declared
that thought is the enemy of happiness, and the only way to be happy is
to kill thought! George Eliot says, " Mind is an enemy to beauty ";
and an ancient book of esoteric teachings says, "The mind is the slayer of
the real. " Clearly what we have to do is, not to destroy the mind, but to
learn what to do with it. We have to seek for something within that is
greater than the mind - - for a great ocean of faith, love and harmony.
A great gateway of knowledge will open up when we have proved that we
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can be trusted with knowledge and will not use i t for self-gratification or
to hurt our fellow-man. But how can you give knowledge to a world
which puts in its newspapers advertisements representing a man hypno
tizing a woman, and promising to teach you for five dollars how to make
a person do everything you want? This is why the real teachings have
always been guarded; and reason enough, surely. But for him who hon
estly tries to follow the path of duty, the teachings of Theosophy will un
fold themselves more and more in proportion to his success in realizing
duty and self-control. The true science of living is the heart-doctrine�
the wisdom that comes from compassion.
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WOMANHOOD : by Lydia Ross, M. D.

higher womanhood is that essential quality of inherent
/
power and responsibility in woman's nature which is her
(E> �w\il supreme charm and her greatest strength. It is, in essence,
� a birthright more real and lasting than anything she can
ever obtain through human law or from outside sources. The more pre
fectly she expresses the womanly side of a common humanity, the better
she portrays the character assumed by the indwelling Soul for a personal
mask in a passing play of earthly experience. The law of compensation
decrees that when she maintains her courage and serenity in spite of
sufferings, she develops, beyond a womanly patience and sweetness, a
finer force and an inner wisdom which is something other than masculine
strength and knowledge. Whatever quality she develops in her own
nature, is welded into the character she is forming for use in future lives.
In order that the incarnating Soul may understand the changing
drama of earth-life, it engages to play every part until it can do it per
fectly. But the higher nature does not lose sight of its identity in assum
ing either masculine or feminine roles, however much the brain-mind
becomes confused by its associate body. As a soul, woman is man's
equal, with a leading role in a work which parallels his, but does not
duplicate it. Man's body is stronger than hers: his feet are more firmly
planted on the solid earth ; he is more at home in dealing with physical
forces and nature-elements : his brain more naturally grasps the general
principles, and classifies things and argues the logic of conditions. But
against these advantages, she balances her less secure foothold by a readier
poise which can levitate toward regions of lighter air. When stubborn
facts stand in the pathway to a desired ideal, her mind overrides them
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with the sweet unreason of faith and courage which travels direct by air
line to the place where Truth ought to be, in the fulfilled nature of things.
Man's work in dealing with the outside world is symbolic : and equally
significant is her inner home-sphere which calls for a humble mystic who
can evoke the secret forces. She it is who has the larger part in that mys
tery play, in which, out of the material elements of her own body, is
conjured the marvel of a child's form, while the personal character of
the incoming Soul bears the imprint of her unseen thoughts and feeling.
She is the guardian who holds the key to the sacred creative forces,
whose material expression of the human form corresponds to like mental
and moral qualities. If she does not forget the password, she can shut
out the thousand unworthy things that lurk about the doorway, and too
often creep in and mar the creative life of humanity.
That woman originally had this talismanic word is evident from the
universal belief in a past Golden Age . These days of primeval Paradise
have been followed by many cyclic rises and falls in the ups and downs
of a changing racial record. But the level of enlightenment in any age
has been marked by the position woman occupied. The injustice and
suffering she has endured have reacted upon the welfare of the race.
From the beginning ever has it been true that
Man's cause is woman's.
They rise or sink logether,
Dwarfed or Godlike, bond or free.

As the guardian of the inner knowledge, woman has held or withheld
the vital impulse of true progress. She has been a worthy guardian of
life itself so long as she kept the light burning brightly in her own heart;
but when the sacred fires died down, then came the dark ages.
Today women are in the foreground of the world's affairs, proving
themselves so capable in business, in the professions, and elsewhere, as
to settle all question of their ability of brain and hand. But, keeping
pace with all this, are rampant disintegrating forces, undermining not
only social institutions but the integrity of the home-life. Women are
eagerly seeking new responsibility and are demanding more political pow
er ; but surely, conditions show that they are blind to that most potent
power, the inherent quality of higher womanhood. The most casual
observer can read in the faces of the city's passing throngs a look of some
thing missing that rightly belongs to the humanity of today. With a
glut of material and intellectual gains, the inner life of the age is poor and
mean, is unclean and cowardly.
In watching . the terrible struggle in the home-countries, despite the
grievous error of such methods of settling differences, one feels a deeper
trust in humanity's higher possibilities, once there shall come an awaken-
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ing from the nightmare of war. I f, without knowledge of their birthright
of divinity, men and women can rise to such levels of courage and self

sacrifice, what might not be done when they shcill work for peace as they
are serving the cause of war? Now that the nations have registered their
failure to respect the sacredness of life, even this great question of govern
ment must find its solution in the home, where living Peace may be
seen in the enlightened power of the higher womanhood.
Katherine Tingley has said :
We are indeed at the pivotal point of our world's history, and are called
upon to act our part nobly, wisely, courageously, dispassionately, and justly.

She has also said :
What is needed today by both men and women is a greater respect, first
for themselves in their true natures as man and woman, and following that a
greater respect each for the other. . . . Such respect implies no invasion of
one another's sphere, but the very contrary, and in fact (both) can suffer
terribly from such invasion. There is a common ground on which men and
women can meet, which is pre-eminently in the home.
It is also in the worlds
of art, music, literature, education, and all the highest ideals of social, civic
and national life.

Solomon said: " With all thy getting, get understanding," and the
Greeks condensed philosophy into these words : " Man, know thyself. "
Katherine Tingley has said that " Theosophy has a message of special
and unique import for the women of the world . " She has ever appealed
to women to study the duality of their own natures, and especially to
develop that intuition which in the works of Mme. Blavatsky is the
" prescience of the woman as reason is the power of the man. "
The operation of the soul quality is marked by a peculiar balance
which acts along middle lines, avoiding the extremes of weakness upon
the one hand and unwise zeal upon the other. The real self is conscious
of innate finer forces which will ultimately win all victories when it is
free to act.
Unlike the brain-mind, the soul avoids the extremes of both the cow
ard and the fanatic. The higher womanhood displays the power of the
spiritual warrior. It was a counterfeit refinement arising in the brain-mind
which made the women of the mid-Victorian era cultivate a fainting,
hypersensitive type of clinging-vine character. Likewise, it is not the
confident, serene soul, but the uncertain, restless mind, which animates
present feministic struggles for more freedom by methods of law-breaking
and violence.
A generation . of women who shall find the irresistible strength and
beauty of the higher womanhood will have no need to enhance their
charm or seek more power and privileged place in the world's affairs.
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The living picture of embodied truth and purity, fulfilling the duties of
the common day, ennobles and refines whatever it touches, and is the
final argument for a practical ideal. Human nature, even at its worst,
has an innate longing for perfection, and even in the betrayer's scorn for
his victim may be unconscious resentment that she had not raised him to
a higher level of manhood instead of descending from her rightful place.
The allegory of the Garden of Eden is repeated in the human story.
The wily serpent of Temptation well knew that woman was the guardian
of the Paradise of purity. If he could delude Eve, he could depend upon
Adam following her lead. Under the cowardice of Adam's cry that he
sinned because the woman tempted him is the underlying j ustice done to
her primeval place as spiritual guide. The very bitterness of the price
that the daughters of Eve have ever paid for this racial lesson shows that
Mother Nature herself uses heroic treatment to arouse in a benumbed
soul the forgotten sense of higher womanhood.
In Katherine Tingley's work among the women in prisons she met
cases seemingly hopeless from their records of hardened and embittered
experience. But her appeal to their higher womanhood aroused them to
a self-knowledge and a self-trust that transformed their lives and made
their prison sentences a blessing to those around them.
It is an old teaching that there is but one sin
Ignorance. The
cultured, refined and unselfish woman who does not understand herself
shares the guilt of her imprisoned, degraded sister. Theosophy offers a
philosophy of life which gives the magic key of self-knowledge to all alike.
Katherine Tingley says:
In place of blind faith, let us have knowledge, in order that we may be
able to face ourselves, our weaknesses, and to challenge our Higher Natures,
and gain that control over ourselves that will aid us in meeting understanding
ly the sorrows and disappointments and unbrotherliness of the age. When
the Divine. Light has touched our intellects, we then shall see: and in seeing,
we shall realize: and in realizing, we shall become.

WHO is that Self? He who is within the heart surrounded by the senses,
the person of light, consisting of knowledge. He, remaining the same, wanders
along the two worlds as if thinking, as if moving.
During dream he trans
c ends this world and all the forms of death.
This eternal being who can never be proved is to be perceived in one way
only; it is spotless, beyond the ether, the unborn Self, great and eternal.
-Brihadaranyaka-Upanishad
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irwf�,'I OR absolute enchantment, for a magic spell of witchery that
defies translation into words, can anything equal that of
��I� Florence in the Tuscan spring? Florence lying fair and
� Ed� stately under the gleaming amethyst lights, with the splen

���

dors of an Italian sunset drifting through that narrow, gem-lined street
of the Tornabuoni, with the flames of rose and gold playing over the won
derful Campanile, the ' lily in stone, ' and shimmering with a thousand
hues from the strange medieval tower of the Palazzo Vecchio. I nto this
wonderful Florence, still throbbing with the color, the impassioned
romance, the tragedy, the exaltations, and with the despair and gloom
of the fifteenth century, pours the tide of the cosmopolitan life of today.
Or was this Today closed for the present, (let us trust not for a still in
definite time) by the terrible tragedy of war that has paralysed Europe
during these past two years? Shall the Tornabuoni, in a not distant
future, again be vocal with the conversational raptures of the fifty thou
sand springtime tourists who arrived as punctually as the daffodils and
the Florentine lilies, to crowd the pensions and hotels and make gay the
favorite stroll along the Lung' Arno? Against the grim and massive walls
of the Palazzo Strozzi, in the intersection of via Strozzi with the Torna
buoni, encamp the flower-venders with their masses of flowers in vivid
colors, the deep glow of roses and golden daffodils, and great clusters of
dewy violets contrasting with the gray stone of the palace walls -- and
who can resist this fragrance and loveliness? In strange contrast to all
this bloom and beauty are the narrow streets lined with lofty, sculptured
palaces ; yet it is the life of the twentieth century, rather than that of
the historic past, that is in j oyous evidence. It cannot quite be said of
Florence, as it is of Rome, that one hears in the streets every language
except the I talian, yet Life is ever the lord of Death, and the sweeping
tides of latter-day vitality have served somewhat to transmute the dim
past into a romantic background, against which the joie de vivre of the
hour was contrasted. The joys and the triumphs, the tragic sorrows and
the pathetic failures of all the dead centuries, await the writer who is
also the seer, offering their rich romance; for, in the last analysis, it is
always the romancist who truly interprets the values of human experience;
or these incomparable materials await the dramatic poet who can flash
the violet ray on buried records and summon them to life again, as the
closing years of the fifteenth century live for us today by the magic of
George Eliot's art in Romola. The mighty and mysterious conflicts of
the past, in the evil and the good, still hold sway over Florentine life, made
visible and perceptible by the Rontgen ray of imaginative insight.
Just off the Tornabuoni, in the via della Vigna Nuova, is one of the
most famous of the old palaces, the Palazzo Rucellai, whose present cha-
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telaine, Editta, Contessa Rucellai, is an American, although born in
Venice, the daughter of Browning's great friend, Mrs. Arthur Bronson,
whose residence
more

than

of

twenty

years in Venice has
been

made

famous

through her intimate
friendship with Rob
ert Browning and his
sister

Sariana,

and

by her countless dis
tinguished and gra
cious hospitalities. It
is to Mrs. Bronson
that the poet dedi
cated his
in
his

Asolaudo,

remembrance

of

many visits

to

'Ca' Bemba'-as her
casa, on the Grand
Canal, was known.
And it was of the
present Contessa Ru
cellai,

Editta,

that

Mr. Browning used
to

say:

"Edith is

the most delightful
cicerone imaginable"
- in the days when
the

young girl and.

the poet were

KATHERINE BRONSON, WITH HER CHINESE DOGS

used

to take long walks together in the highways and byways of Venice -in
those dark and narrow passage-ways of the Dead City, known only to the
initiate.
The Palazzo Rucellai was built by Giovanni, a descendant of Fran
cesco Rucellai, in the decade of 1440-50; but its insignia, a coat-of-arms
showing a silver lion on a red ground, traversed by rays of gold, its sump
tuous salons, rich in scarlet brocades, inlaid cabinets, and with the carved
gold frames of mirrors and pictures, are as brilliant today as in that remote
mid-fifteenth-century past.
of a house that

The Rucellai sustain the historic greatness

gave thirteen

gonfalonieri and eighty-five priors to Flo

rence, and that also intermarried with the Medici.

The interior of the
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palace is one whose vast salons. majestic lines. and a certain antique splen
dor combined with modern comfort, render it notable among all Floren
tine houses.
The Rucellai have a chapel of their own in the church of Santa
Maria Novella, of which the family have always, through the centuries,
been great patrons.
on the portal;

The name of Andrea Rucellai can still be traced

and another ancient member. of the family, Guglielmo,
a marble pulpit

gave the church

designed by Bru-

nelleschi, under

which

tomb was made.

his

own

The head of the

family, the pre-

sent Count Co-

simo

has a large colportraits

1

Rucellai,

lection

of

old

are one of the

which

remarkable art-

treasures of the

old city on the

Arno.

lazzo Strozzi ri-

vals

The Pathe

Pitti,

the Ricardi and

Palazzo Vecchio

in its impressive

size and magni-

ficence.

It dates

from 1489, and

is connected inti-

mately with the

course

tory during the

of

his-

past four hund-

red years.

The

Strozzi is rich in

works

art;
Leo-

in

of

Raffaello,

paintings by

nardo da Vinci,

and

and others of the

masters, and a

striking portrait

EDITH BRONSON

the

famous

is one of the at-

Cardinal Bembo
tractions.

of

Perugino,

The present Prince Strozzi, Piero, married a Russian wife,

and the Princess is the accredited leader of the highest court society of
Florence.
The Palazzo Vecchio, daling from 1299, is the most interesting to
visitors of any of the Florentine palaces, as it is open to the public with
all its treasures.

In the grand and colossal council chamber is the statue

of Savonarola, with uplifted hand.

The Cappella de' Priori, where

Savonarola celebrated his last communion on the morning of his execution,
has a ceiling painted by Ridolfo Ghirlandajo.

When the marriage of

Cosimo II with the Duchesa Eleonora di Toledo was celebrated, an event
of great brillianq:, it was on the upper floor of this old palace that they
set up their household gods.

Later the Duchessa purchased the Palazzo

Pitti, and their residence was transferred to that Cyclopean structure.
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It was then that the covered way
over the Ponte

Vecchio

was

con

structed, leading now from the Uffizi
Gallery into the

Pitti.

that

they

might have a means of escape from
their enemi�s if assassination assailed
them.

The salons which they occu

pied in the Palazzo Vecchio, with
the richly inlaid cabinets. the tall
vases of priceless workmanship, with
the sofas and chairs of gilt with up
holstery of scarlet brocade, and with
richly decorated

ceilings,

are still

open to the visitor, with apparently
little change.

After the death of

Eleonora, Cosimo married again and
the son of this marriage was the cele
brated Prince Giovanni, the archi
tect

of

the

Cappello

de'

Medici.

Francesco I. the son of Eleonora,
commissioned his half-brother Gio
vanni as Ambassador to Venice to
present the thanks of Florence for
the acknowledgment of Bianca Ca
pello, whose husband, Pietro Buona
venturi, he caused to be murdered,
and he subsequently lived with his
enchantress <Bianca) for seven years.
Their deaths occurred almost simul
taneously in their
a Caino

villa

at Poggio

both of them victims of

poison, given them by Cardinal Fer
dinando. to whom the throne then
passed.

He renounced his Cardinal's

hat in 1589 and married Christine of
Lorraine, and it was his eldest son,
Cosimo II, who was the sovereign
to receive Sir Robert Dudley and in
vest him with the title of the Duke
of Northumberla�d.

The reign of

Francesco was a brilliant one, char
acterized by marked advance in the

COSMO DE' MEDICI
Uffizi Gallery
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arts and by the enrichment of Florence with many beautiful works. This
brilliancy was accentuated during the reign of his son, Cosimo.

He was

a noble and generous prince, wise in statecraft, and filled with love for his
people.

It was he who called Galileo to Florence.

The great astronomer,

born in Pisa in 1592, was called to a chair in the University of Pisa at the
early age of twenty-three, holding his place for twenty-eight years, when
his advanced ideas aroused antagonism and he was forced to resign.
The hero is not fed on sweeLs.

CELL OF SAVONAROLA IN SAN MARCO, FLORENCE

Personal martyrdom is the price not unfrequently paid for the effort
to live a nobler life than is usual, and give better conditions to mankind.
Well, indeed, does the poet teach:
From wounds and sore defeat
I made my battle-stay;
Swift sandals for my feet
I wove of my delay
,

- for all the world's greatest and most priceless work is based on the
great effort of overcoming, and to these is given at last the white stone.
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Galileo, publishing his book on the Copernican theory, was denounced
by the Roman tribunal of the Inquisition, and was condemned to prison.
Later the pope commuted his sentence to confinement in his villa in the
gardens of the Santa Trinita al Monte ; and in the Torre di Galileo, in
Florence, is still preserved the letter written by the Tribunal. Milton
visited Galileo in 1638, and he died in 1642. His tomb in Santa Croce,
the Westminister Abbey of Florence. is an object of pilgrimage.
Of all places in Florence it is to San Marco that the visitor turns first,
perhaps, and in which he lingers longest . The Library still echoes with
the words of Savonarola spoken to the Frati on the night of Palm Sunday,
1498, when he exhorted them to follow God with all patience and faith.
" My brothers, doubt not; for God will not fail to perfect his work,"
he said ; " and although I be put to death, I will return to console you,
either dead or alive." In the cell occupied by Savonarola there still re
mains, after all these four hundred years, his desk, his chair, and other
things. Strangely preserved. too, are the paintings (frescos) of Fra An
gelico, holding the visitor under the divine spell of their beauty.
A very interesting old picture which belonged to the Buondelmonte
family, showing the tragic scene in the Piazza della Signora when (on May
25d, 1498) Savonarola was executed, is one of the special works in San
Marco which visitors study.
In the Laurentian library, entered from the cloisters and from San
Lorenzo, are many MSS. relating to Savonarola and his time.
The Palazzo Pitti is the colossal palace of Florence. Some idea of
the immensity of its proportions can be gained by the fact that its windows
are twenty-four feet in width, and that each of the three stories is more
than forty feet in height. It is impressive, however, rather than beauti
ful, for it looks like a fortress, and George Eliot remarked that it is a won
derful union of Cyclopean grandeur and massive regularity. The Pitti
Gallery contains some of the \vorld's choicest treasures of art.
The
collection, which was begun in 1630, by the Medici, is small, hardly more
than five hundred in all; but the pictures are so exclusively masterpieces
that a visit to the Pitti is one of the most important of all the art pil
grimages of Europe.
The court of the Pitti Palace has statues and a fountain ; and from this
one passes into the Camera degli Argenti ithe Chamber of Silver) in
which the royal plate is kept. This includes a service of lapis-lazuli, and
many exquisite pieces by Benvenuto Cellini.
The private apartments of the king comprise a study, in which are
two beautiful cabinets in mosaic and bronze that belonged to the Medici,
and the sleeping-room with its immense canopied bed in rich brocade
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hangings, with the dressing-room almost lined with mirrors.

The Queen's

apartments include a boudoir, whose walls are covered with embroidered
satin in pale rose, and with the chairs and sofa upholstered in the same.
Here, also, is another of those exquisitely wrought cabinets that belonged
to Cosimo and Eleonora.
i n dark green brocade.

The canopied bed in the sleeping-chamber is

There is an inlaid writing-table of rare and curious

workmanship, and in the sala di toilette, opening from this room, are large
triplicate

mirrors,

magnificent ward
robes, and a dress
ing table furnished
with toilette arti
cles

in

pearl.

gold

and

In the bou

doir of the Queen
are a few pictures
of

note,

among

which is Botticel
li's Pallas and the

Centaur, the figure
of Pallas instinct
with vitality, and
the

ethereal

peries,

dra

fluttering

as she glides for
ward, c;uggest the
very poetry of mo
tion.
From the mid
nineteenth century
on,
been
\IRS. BROWNING

Florence
the

of a most interest
ing and enthralling
social life of
modern and

temporary order.

has

theater

the
con

It was in April of 1847 that Robert and Elizabeth

Barrett Browning, after having passed the first winter of their married
life in Pisa (the winter of 1846-47) first went to the Florence they were to
make so peculiarly their own.
modern Florence.

For it is the Brownings who dominate

Casa Guidi where they lived and wrote and received

their friends, and where Mrs. Browning died, is one of the first shrines
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of pilgrimage ; the old market-place of San Lorenzo, where Browning
picked up ' the old yellow book,' whose story became the basis of his most
famous and greatest poem, The Ring and the Book; the equestrian statue
in the Piazza Annunziata, which suggested the poem of The Statue and
the Bust; and the tomb of Mrs. Browning, the sculptured marble designed
by Frederic Leighton, (later Lord Leighton) which is seldom without
its tribute of flowers - all of these divide the interest of the tourist and
visitor with the great churches and galleries.
The Florence of the mid-nineteenth century was a city of brilliant
social life. Walter Savage Landor had established himself there as far
back as in 182 1 . Thomas Adolphus Trollope, whose wife was Theodosia
Garrow, a friend of Mrs. Browning's before the marriage of either, had
also been in Florence in his villa in the Piazza dell' Indipendenza, for some
years before the arrival of the Brownings, and Isa Blagden, who became
Mrs. Browning's most intimate friend, out of all her life, was in her villa
on Bellosguardo. Pasquale Villari, ' the young Sicilian , ' as he was then
known, came to Florence about the same time as the Brownings did, and
the Storys had antedated their arrival by a few years, although they were
more frequently in Rome than in Florence. The foreign society that
centered in Florence during these years included Mrs. Somerville ; George
Eliot and Mr. Lewes, (the guests of the Trollopes during the winter of
1859-60) , when the great novelist made her studies for her wonderful
romance. Romola ; Mrs. Stowe, George William Curtis, Theodore Parker
( who sought Florence for health, and there passed to the ' life more abun
dant ' ) , his grave being near that of Mrs. Browning in the English cemetery.
And there came Frances Power Cobbe, sharing with Miss Blagden the
villa on the heights ; Harriet Hosmer ; Kate Field ; Robert Lytton, the
' Owen Meredith ' of poetic art and later Lord Lytton ; Frederic Leighton,
then a young artist trying his wings ; Mrs. Anna Jameson, Margaret
Fuller (Marchesa d' Ossoli) and her Italian husband ; the Hawthornes ;
and many others. All these people came and went and the entire galaxy
were not in Florence at any one time. Signor Villari became a professor
in the University of Florence, and his fame today as the great biographer
of Savonarola and Machiavelli, as one of the ablest of Italian historians,
as a scholar and savant, is still more widely increased in that he is the
recipient of the Order of the Annunziata : the ' Gran Collare dell' Annun
ziata , ' as the Italians say, which carries with it the right to be addressed
as Excellenza, and also involves the title of ' cousin to the king. ' There
are three orders in Italy within the gift of the Crown : that of Cavaliere,
(corresponding to .knighthood in England) and which is so common that
it is not greatly prized ; the Commendatore, bestowed on distinguished
scholars and great specialists, and which is an honor of distinction ;
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and that of the Annunziata, of which, in all the history, Professor Villari
is only the ninth recipient. so rarely is it bestowed.

When this order was

conferred on ' i l Maestro,' as his townsmen call Dr. Villari, he was invited
by the king to his palace in Rome.

This was in 1910; Victor Emmanuel

placed the ag-

ed

his

engaged him in

right

and

scholar at

conversation

for more than

an

hour.

At

the close of the

interview

the

king placed in

the

hands

Dr.

of

Villari
he

a

small gold box

which

did

not, on the mo-

ment, open, lit-

tle dreaming of

the signal hon-

or which it con-

ferred.

Two Ameri-

can

sculptors

had established

themselves

the city of Flo-

rence in those

years :

Powers,

Hiram

in
who

became a great

friend

Brownings, and

Thomas

of

the

of Boston. WilStory, sculptor,

liam Wetmore

and poet. made

his home in the

Palazzo Barbe-

rini

though he and

Mrs. Story al-

Ball

man of letters
in Rome,

so made quite

frequent visits

and sojourns in

Florence.

The home of

the Brownings

in Casa Guidi

had a large sa-

lon, with a pia-

PROF. PASQUALE VILLARI

mense picture,

no and one impicked

an obscure street in Florence ;

up

in

a little dining-room whose walls were

covered with tapestry; and where there hung medallions of Tennyson,
Carlyle, and of Browning himself; a long narrow room whkh Browning
made into his study and decorated with casts and fragments of antique
sculpture;

and in the drawing-room, where Mrs. Browning was apt to

lie on the sofa and write, there were vast expanses of mirrors in the old
carved Florentine frames:

a green velvet sofa resembling a catafalque,

< o f which Barrett Browning, the son of the poet, said in later years that
he remembered seeing his father and Ruskin sitting side by side on it.
their feet dangling), and there was a remarkably deep, easy chair in the
same green velvet, where Mrs. Browning sat when she donned her singing-
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robes. Near this low armchair was always her little table, strewn with
writing materials, books and newspapers. Other tables in the saletto bore
gaily bound volumes, the gifts of brother-authors. On March ninth in
1 849 their son, Robert Barrett Browning was born, and they " caught up
their parental duties with a kind of rapture, " as Mrs. Browning playfully
remarked. The social life of those years was one that lends itself to charm
ing remm1scences. Miss Blagden and Frances Power Cobbe, sharing
their villa, drew around them an interesting circle. Robert Browning
was one of their intimate visitors, with the Italian poet Dall' Ongaro ;
there were the Trollopes ; the Hawthornes came ; Mrs. Stowe, in all
those days of early triumph in her Uncle Tom's Cabin; Miss Linda White,
a young English lady who became Madame Pasquale Villari, and who has
.
since been the invariable translator of her husband's books into English ;
Frederick Tennyson, a brother of the poet ; Harriet Hosmer, " that
bewitching sprite, " as Mrs. Browning called her ; and Arthur Hugh
Clough, the English poet, whose death occurred in Florence, and whose
tomb is near that of Theodore Parker's, in the English cemetery. The
story of those days would fill many a volume and supplement many of the
individual biographies of that charmed circle. It is fairly a part of the
Florence of today.
The story of the strange lives that have been lived in the old palaces
where the tourist lingers, held by the spell of the historic past, is one
almost as in the very air of today. With little aid from the playwright
could their drama be wrested from those centuries gone from all save
memory. It is a story in perpetual sequence of the most impassioned
human life ; and to him who turns backward the pages that hold the re
cord of supreme emotions, of love and ambition, of revenge and retribu
tion, of devotion and tenderness, of hate and assassinations, of lofty
purposes, and of generous fostering of the arts ; of learning, of statesman
ship, of tyrannies, of plots
the record in which every emotion possible
to the human heart is recorded, a very palimpsest, there glows a history
before which pales all the romance of the world. Who can tread the streets
of Florence and not feel the thrill of the life of all t hese dead centuries
springing to activity and light again, as he loiters in palaces and churches
and galleries, or visits tombs and monumental memorials? The throngs
that passed Dante or Savonarola in these narrow streets wander there
today in the same eager people, vocal with song, impassioned in feeling.
In no city is there more cultured society than in Florence. The scholar
and the savant abound ; and while contemporary Italy is not now pro
ducing distinctively great poets or writers, a large contribution of ex
cellent work in history, sociology and science is adding to the world's
wealth of literature. In all these twentieth-century years up to the time
·
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of the breaking out of the war, there were notable receptions constantly
held in these old palaces now apportioned in apartments. Many of these
receptions might have fairly served as stage scenes, so impressive was
their setting of beauty. The vast salons hung with old tapestries, rich
in sculpture, and with paintings that looked from the richly-carved old
Florentine frames ; great mirrors in whose expanse had been reCTected
scenes and images of the richly-historic past ; rare books, bric-a-brac
and vertu; a wealth of flowers always - all the numberless details that
contribute to the artistic atmosphere : and in these surroundings the
groups of people would seem almost like some picture suddenly summoned
out of ethereal space by a witchery of necromancy. There is often a
resplendence of the golden atmosphere, a very phantasmagoria, rather
than the reality of the hour.
One of the most charming Florentine hostesses of these later years
was Walpurga, Lady Paget, whose villa on Bellosguardo was fashioned
out of an old convent. Lady Paget was born a German countess, and she
was one of the three young and noble maidens selected to represent the
German nobility at the marriage of the Crown Prince Frederick, ( the
father of the present Kaiser) to Victoria, the Princess Royal of England .
Throughout the life of the Princess (known to us now as the Empress
Frederick) Lady Paget remained on terms of personal intimacy with her.
Sir Augustus Paget was at one time on some diplomatic mission to Ger
many, and he there met the young countess who became his wife. Sir
Augustus and Lady Paget passed some years of their early married life
on the Austrian shores of the Adriatic, where they were in almost daily
companionship with Sir Richard and Lady Isabel Burton. There is a
somewhat recent book entitled The Romance of Lady Burton, that is one
of the most fascinating of volumes and which relates the curious story of
their married life. Their mutual attraction was instantaneous on their
first meeting, and recalls to one Browning's stanza (in his poem of Tlie
Statue and the Bust) :
He looke d at her as a lover can ;
She looked a t him a s one who wakes ;
The past was a sleep, and her life began.

Both Sir Richard and Lady Isabel were deep students and thinkers,
and they were familiar with Theosophical truth. Both of them fully
believed that their meeting was a reunion and a recognition out of former
associations in some previous incarnation. They probed deep into the
inscrutable mysteries of being. At Lady Paget's receptions were met
visiting foreigner.s of distinction of all nationalities. A luncheon in honor
of Mrs. Humphrey Ward brought together a delightful group ; an after
noon tea where d' Annunzio was the guest of honor and where the poet
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rather wildly, and not without a certain pose, recited from his own poems ;
titled people from Germany as well as poets or philosophers, and occa
sionally some royal visitor from the principalities. The Montenegrin
family (of whom the present queen of Italy is one ) were occasionally in
evidence, and the Regina Madre, Margherita, has sometimes been a
quiet and secluded guest of Lady Paget.
On one occasion it was a reception given in honor of Professor Oscar
Browning, of Cambridge University (England) , and, meeting him there
he found that I was living for the time in the Villa Trollope (which had
become a private hotel) and recalling the old days in which he had been
domiciled there as a guest of Thomas Adolphus Trollope, during the
lifetime of the noted author, he expressed his wish to come and see me and
see the villa again, as well. Never shall I lose the memory of that morn
ing enriched by his wonderful conversation. Professor Browning 1 who is
still living) was not related at all to the poet, although they had known
each other during Robert Browning's lifetime. Professor Browning
had been of the intimate circle of George Eliot, Herbert Spencer, George
Lewes, and all that coterie. He had a profound appreciation of the genius
of Marian Evans Lewes (George Eliot) and a fund of incident to relate
of those Sunday afternoons when she gathered such notable circles
around her.
The Dante Society of Florence is one of the notable world-centers
of art and culture. There is a very interesting organization known as
the Pro Cultura, which holds frequent meetings, and at one of these, in my
latest-to-date sojourn in Florence ( where I had passed a part of every
year from 1896 to 19 14, inclusive) and of which I cannot bring myself
to speak as a ' last , ' but as the ' latest ' visit there, (for what would life
be without ever seeing Florence again?) in this latest sojourn, in the
spring of 1 914, I had the privilege of listening to a remarkable lecture
before the Society of the Pro Cultura by Professor Ernesto Manciani, on
La Luce che non si vede
invisible light. The clou of the evening took
form in experimental demonstrations to reveal the phenomenal possi
bilities of the violet ray, whose vibrations are only in the ether. This was
done by means of a number of pictures that were, practically, ' not there. '
Apparently, they were merely white and untraced canvasses. The secret
lay in the fact that the pictures were painted in pigments that only
acquire color when allowed to absorb certain kinds of light. Extinguish
ing all the electric lamps, the canvas would be exposed for five minutes
to a bath of mercury-vapor, when, suddenly, the subject - landscape,
portrait, as it might be - would leap into color and form in an ethereal
beauty of indescribable brilliancy. With the turning on of the ordinary
electric lights the picture disappeared. There was merely the white
--
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canvas again. I t was washed out by ordinary light-vibrations, and only
restored by a mercury-vapor bath again. One of the pictures shown
that night by Signor Manciani was the ' Theodora ' from the celebrated
mosaic at Ravenna.
The Casa Dante, the obscure little house in a narrow and obscure
street, not far from the Palazzo Vecchio, and ' Dante's Stone, ' are among
the early objects of the stranger's pilgrimage. The trip to the Certosa,
some three miles beyond the walls of Florence, bring one to the I taly of
a thousand years in the past. Here are in residence some thirty lay
brothers, not one of whom has ever seen Florence ! The Rule of the mon
astery is very rigid, and, as in most of the monasteries of Italy, the frater
nity know no more of contemporary life than if they were on a desert
island, uninhabited by any other human being. Galileo's Tower, outside
Porta Romana, is another of the shrines of the Scholar, and there are pre
served many of the old manuscripts relating to the astronomer's discov
eries.
The Fiesolean slope, on which are San Domenico and other small
hamlets, and which is so picturesque a residence place, is a favorite
haunt of the American visitors. By the colossal fireplace in some antique
villa one is told that Savonarola once sat. In the beautiful, winding path
ways are still reminiscences of Pico di Mirandola, or of Lorenzo de' Me
dici. On the hillside below Fiesole is pointed out the very spot (now
marked by a shrine) where it is believed San Francesco and San Benedet
to met ; and loitering, one brilliant May-day in a very old and long since
disused cemetery, I found on a stone this curiously touching inscription
in ancient Latin :
HYEl\IE ET AESTATE
Er PROPE ET PROCUL
USQliE DU:\I VIVA:Vl
ET CLTRA !

of which a rather free translation runs :
Summer and winter
Near and far
So long as I live
And beyond !

After that what can be said? The rest is silence.
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: LONG period of sterility followed Chaucer's death in 1400 :
/ a dark night of poetry peopled only by uninteresting Lyd�d--1
� [ 1 gates, Hoccleves and the like. Though dawn came early in
the sixteenth century with Wyatt and Surrey, we are to look
for nothing very significant in vision until 1 579 and Spenser's Shepherd's
Calendar. Chaucer had certainly loved the world out-of-doors ; it was a
love, however, something between a schoolboy's and a poet's. The sky
covered a multitude of good things for him ; but he took them mainly en
masse: seeing only what was there for him to see, but seeing it rarely with
any minute, still less with any interpretative vision. The daisy - yes, he
saw that (see his Legend of Good Women) ten times as large as life, you may
say : he was out before dawn daily to observe its opening, and ' renne blyve'
each evening to watch it close - when, indeed, he did not lie down at
sunrise on the ' softe, smale, swote gras ' and ' schoop himsel f ' to abyde
there all day worshiping it. But it was for him a symbol of the spirit of
springtime and delight in the open air ; not a window through which to
look in upon God. Spenser went much farther in seeing when he gave
us this :
, '

�

Bring hither the pink, and purple columbine,
With gilliflowers ;
Bring coronations, and sops-in-wine
Worn of paramours ;
Strow me the ground with daffadowndillies,
And cowslips, and kingcups, and loved lilies ;
The pretty paunse,
And the chevisaunce,
Shall match with the fair flower delice. *

Of the great figures of the poetic epoch that followed, however, only
Shakespeare, and after him Milton, need concern us greatly now. All
the age's growth in vision is shown forth in them. Spenser was, on the
whole, too intent on spinning the airy stuff of his fancies into allegories
- not to call them by the greater name symbols - to see very far into
the beauty of the world ; and Marlowe's high importance is less in this
than in other fields. In Hero and Leander, where most he gives himself
up to seeing, his eyes are all upon the human form - not too divine.
A Midsummer Night 's Dream, written eleven years after the publica
tion of the Shepherd's Calendar, shows clearly that a new vision of Nature
had come into th,e race. It is the poetic play, par excellence, of Shakes
peare's first period ; as The Merchant of Venice is of the second, and per_
*

From Hobinoll's song in the Fourth Aeglogue,

Sheph£rd's Calendar.
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haps A Winter's Tale of the last. In it we find the young poet's first great
insight into the beauty of natural things ; in such lines as
I know a bank whereon the wild thyme grows,
Where oxlips and the nodding violet blows,
Quite over-canopied with lush woodbine,
With sweet musk-roses and with eglantine ;

- which we may compare with Chaucer's ' ftoures whyte, blewe, yolwe
and rede, ' and with Spenser's verse quoted above. Chaucer, we may
say, felt mainly the gaiety of masses of flowers ; Spenser knew the flowers
themselves, and each by its name - was conscious of their distinct sweet
nesses and individualities ; Shakespeare here shows himself aware of all
this, and of their beauty, their artistic possibilities as well. ( He was
the only poet of his age, it is said, who knew in what seasons what flowers
are due) . Chaucer saw ; Spenser saw in detail ; Shakespeare saw in de
tail , and with an eye to beauty. His purpose is to make a beautiful and
fragrant picture : there is an architecture to his vision, which Spenser
lacks. Such an artistic purpose we see still more clearly in this from
the Winter's Tale:
violets dim
Yet sweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes -

in which he is altogether a seer and revealer of the beautiful : looking
at his blossoms with the physical eye, plus a critical and searching sense
of the exquisite in form and color, of the artistic. And when, in the lines
just before that, he speaks of the
daffodils
That come before the swallow dares, and take
The winds of March with beauty,

-- we feel that he has made a revelation deeper still, and also different
in kind. He is still seeing with the physical eye, yes ; but it is an eye,
now, in a sense illuminated, and gifted to see almost spiritually. There
is something more in it even than artistic feeling : there is a seer's vision ,
emotional and interpretative, into the meaning, the. symbolism, the in
ward and spiritual grace of the daffodils. We are made to feel a certain
valor in them, akin to some divine quality buried within ourselves. A
new note in poetry has been struck : the Poet-Magician, wielder of nat
ural magic, has begun to work, and we are introduced, not merely to
the beauty, but to the consciousness of Nature.
And in this, too, from the Merchant of Venice:
.

Is

Look how the floor of heaven
patines of bright gold -

all inlaid with

there is an elusive beauty that thrills us ; something more than the eye
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can see ; its secret is again the hint at consciousness in nature ; at the
presence of artistic, creative consciousness. - But he might have said
that right out, you say, and given us the ' great Original ' of the hymn
books? - So he might --- but note the difference. Says Addison's hymn:The unwearied sun, from day to day,
Does his Creator ' s power display ;
And publishes to every land
The work of an Almighty hand.

- Wherein is no thrill of elusive beauty, or, shall we say, of any beauty
whatsoever. The ' Creator's power ' and the ' Almighty hand ' are shoved
at you in so many brute words, and no deep part of you is convinced ;
your own consciousness is not touched with kinship of a universal con
sciousness ; no link is established between yourself and the vastness.
But Shakespeare, being no theologian, but Poet, leaves the universal con
sciousness impersonal and unlimited, and just picks out in its bound
lessness somethin?; that is within us too : artistry, craftsmanship, design ;
and - works the miracle of poetry.
In this, from the same scene :
On such a night
Stood Dido with a willow in her hand
Upon the wild sea-banks, and waved her love
To come again to Carthage . . . .

quoted, as most of these passages are, by Matthew Arnold in his essay
on Celtic Literature as examples of the Celtic influence in English poetry
- the whole picture presented seems to have consciousne�s thrilling
through it, and that is what makes it so wonderful , The queen's grief
and passion are not confined within the limits of her humanity, but run
through the moonlight and the dark horizon and the noise of the waves
upon the wild sea-banks ; a mysterious sympathy flows, through " the
willow in her hand , " between mourning human Dido and the elements.
This is from Shakespeare's second period, but we find the same note
struck in the first, in the Midsummer Night's Dream, in this:
Met we on hill, in dale, forest or mead,
By paved fountain, or by rushy brook,
Or on the beached margent of the sea.

We have passed here, somehow, into a light mysterious and beautiful,
into a fairy universe illuminated from within, a haunted world, lonely
and lovely. A wind has blown in our faces from A val on and the Islands
of the Blessed. The secret still l ies in the suggestion of a vast and wiz
ard consciousness behind things. As we ourselves are consciousness,
consciousness is for us the most vitally, intimately interesting thing
there is ; a thing must be conscious to be supremely interesting. And
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any consciousness outside our own may be half interpretable, but still
it is half uninterpretable ; and in that half uninterpretability lies the ele
ment of mystery which stirs us to the depths of our being. The love
liest scene in virgin nature may deluge our eyes with beauty, and leave
us only partly moved ; but set some ancient ruin in it ; people it with
Gods and fairies, or with legends of
old, unhappy, far-off things,
And battles long ago,

and it becomes poignant at once, a keen, piercing beauty point - be
cause there is that in it which is akin to us, and yet that which is un
known, perhaps unknowable. So I believe that in these lines the archeus
of the magic is in " paved fountains " ; that those two words lend them
(placed where they are) their grace of faerie. One does not notice it
in passing ; yet they have called up in one' s subconsciousness pictures
of gardens artificially laid out, the handiwork of cunning craftsmen : of
green, green lawns perhaps, and peacocks, and clipped yews fantastical,
and maybe sundials. All these, in essence, · I hear or see before paved
fountains has quite gone from my hearing ; then immediately rushy brooks
takes me out into the wilderness, where all is music of invisible waters.
I am half conscious of a lark overhead ; there will be hoof-prints of cattle ;
some whiteness adrift over the blue high above the mountain shoulders ;
it is all wild, wild and sweet. And then that passes again, and flows out
into infinity upon the beached margent of the sea. Now infinity floods my
spirit through the eyes and ears : there are unfathomable horizons ; there
is the roar of never-resting waters. These are the steps by which Shakes
peare has carried us : first, artistry - the artistry of a human conscious
ness, in the paved fountains ; then wild Nature unspoiled and untouched ;
then that Infinity of which, somehow, the sea is the natural and unescap
able symbol. Fuse those elements into one, and we have a revelation
that bates our breath : Poetry. Serene eyes are watching us over every
sky-edge ; seas and mountains and sunlit rivers become half human,
capable of ecstatic delight and (I think) a sly humor ; we understand
the propriety of such an utterance as Taliesin' s
I know the imagination of the oak-trees.

Or, to speak philosophically, those three lines have power to suggest
boundless Nature with a seed or spark of artistic creative consciousness
present in it : Nature haunted with immortal mystery, ancient and ever
youthful; the sense that God is playing peep-bo with you in all wild
places. This is the true value, and the valuable truth, of all fairy lore.
There is nothing 'l ike it, you will note, in that exquisite line about the
violets and the lids of Juno's eyes ; still less, perhaps, in Chaucer's floures
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and smale fisches ; least of all in the breezy out-of-doorsness of Sumer is
icumin in. Poetry here has reached a certain high efficiency in her true
method of teaching us ; which is not through what she says - the matter,
but rather through how she says it - - the manner.
Here we may mark off, as Matthew Arnold does, three distinct modes of
Nature vision. First there is a wholly external mode : faithful, bright and
joyous : on the right track, as you may say ; seeing, if only with the eyes : a
method whose one means of producing its emotional effect is to reproduce,
as accurately as may be, the objects seen. Second : an artistic vision,
which selects that which is beautiful in the things it sees, and reproduces
it in a heightened or rarified light - with clearness, judgment and seren
ity ; which sees a poise and exquisite radiance about things : searches
out harmonies, richness, sweetness and purity of effect.
The first sees
unselfconsciously, and j ust for the joy of seeing ; the second, artistically
selfconscious, sees for the sake of beauty. Both of these look at things ;
but the third looks into or through them. I t sees magically, for the sake
of the Mysterious and the indwelling light in creation ; it has, I think,
less an artistic than a devotional purpose ; it is ecstatic often and some
times mischievous ; it is artistic only because the world it sees is soaked
through and electric with beauty. It sees, and quivers with wonder :
awe or delight, at the splendor and wizardry of its vision. - I n the first
mood, the poet feels natural beauty physically : wind and sunshine wake
a tingling in a clean and keenly responsive physicality. In the second
Nature becomes a thing of exceeding beauty for him ; a treasure-house
of excellent line, color and simile ; a lovelinesss bathed in light. It pro
duces in him no boisterous physical enjoyment ; but calm, j ust and ex
alted appreciation. In the third mood, Nature has grown transparent,
and a beauty shines through which burns, enthralls and ennobles : moves
to laughter or tears, but to a kind of worship always. It is a wonder
that leaves the blood and physicality alone ; troubles not greatly with
the outer eye - though that, too, must be faithful and competent, or
how shall the great vision flow in through it? - but wakens the soul within,
through sympathy, to an agony of delight or a very bliss of pain. We
may call these three types or moods the Faithful, the Artistic, and the
Magical ; or, following Matthew Arnold somewhat, we may speak of
the two higher with a certain propriety as the Greek and the Celtic.
With a certain propriety ; not with any final or absolute truth. No one
will quarrel with calling the one Greek ; as for the other, the Magical
mode, it is highly characteristic of the old Celtic romances, and of many
of the Gaelic and Cymric poets. One must use names and labels as a
convenience only '; they are like fire and water in the proverb. A Celti
berian strain in English heredity may have helped forward the evolution
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of magical vision in the English poets ; certainly the influence of Greek
literature has helped them to artistry in the Greek manner. But the
latency of these things is always in the human and the racial soul, and
may come to the surface quickly or slowly, as circumstance, inner and
outer, shall help or hinder ; or perhaps they may never appear at all.
Again, there are infinite gradations between these types, so that of
ten it may be hard to tell which is which ; and all three are to be found
often in the same individual poet. Shakespeare, no less than Chaucer,
founded himself upon the first, which is the basic English mode ; so did
Milton ; not until the third poetic cycle does one come upon poets who
seem to have been more or less born into the heritage of the higher types.
But unlike Chaucer, who never left it, Shakespeare soared when he would
above the merely faithful level. I ndeed, perhaps his greatest work as
a poet lies in the fact that he, chiefly, introduced the artistic and wizard
visions into English nature poetry. Spenser meant to, but I doubt his
success.
Milton, who followed him, is no less significant a figure. Above all
others, Milton is the representative English poet ; because in him, more
than in any other, we see in epitome the whole history of the evolution
of poetic vision. The Horton poems, and especially L' Allegro, Il Pense
roso and Lycidas, are what chiefly concern us here. Even in Comus
where there is much nature vision, the excellence is mainly in the style.
L' Allegro, the earliest of these poems, is perhaps the finest example
we have of the first mode of seeing, the Faithful-Joyous. It shows what
that mode may be, molded by a hundred inspiring and uplifting influ
ences, without quite ceasing to be merely itself. Here is the Faithful
vision, as a poet of Poets may exercise it. Here is all that the medieval
singers would have said, had they been great poets, scholars and gen
tlemen. Here is ' Merrie England ' incarnate in verse ; but refined, di
vested of all horseplay and coarseness. It is the very Poem of England :
England at her best and most Elizabethan ; the landscape and atmos
phere out of which her grand Elizabethan achievements sprang. About
half the lines are devoted to the country and country life ; and in these
there is no moment, from when the lark begins his flight in the morning,
till " to bed they creep " at night, in which we are not made to feel the
essential truth and gay brightness of all that is said. The poet's eye
is on the object always: the Buckingham landscape that surrounded him
as he wrote : and on the whole of it - on everything between the gently
rolling hills and the vast, white-flecked blue sky. He does not see min
utely, but broadly ; he draws with sweeping lines ; gives an impression,
not striving to paint you every crinkle of a petal, or each separate blade
of grass ; but the impression is so faithful, that the imagination of the
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reader is quickened and helped to a right result, and never allowed to err.
There are, of course, the pastoral conventions of Corydon and Thyrsis,
Thestylis and the neat-handed Phyllis ; but they fit perfectly into the
scenery. Their artistic truth is perfect ; and I doubt they are even much
removed from the actualities of the yeoman and small-landowner life of
the age. There is a classicism, an eclectic artistry throughout, which
he owed to his immense latinity - the Latin element in Milton is excep
tionally strong - but it only enhances his Englishry, and goes to prove
how large and essential is the Latin element in the English race. The
keynote of the poem is the English merry faithfulness of vision ; within
which, we may say, a Latin sense of fitness, of precision, a Latin mas
tery of form, has worked to eliminate undesirable things. But this dis
cipline does not achieve the Greek beauty sense ; only prepares the way
for it. The faithful vision reaches its height, and remains there ; and
from that apex is prophetic of greater things -- in Nature-seeing, and
in seeing of another kind. For the eye that now measures an English
lantskip round, was in after years, blinded and turned inward, to take
in at one titanic sweep all that lies between Pandemonium and the Crys
talline ; was to see· the rebel angel
thrown by angry Jove
Sheer o 'er the crystal battlement ; from morn
To noon he fell ; from noon to dewy eve
A summer's day, and with the setting sun
Dropt from the zenith like a falling star ;

-- and the ear that was to hear
Jehovah thundering out of Sion, throned
Between the Cherubim,

listens now
While the cock with lively din
Scatters the rear of darkness thin ;

- hears the ploughman, near at hand, whistling o'er the furrowed land ;
and the milkmaid singing blithe, and the mower whet his scythe. It
was this early habit of literary truth, this faithfulness to Nature, that
taught him to hear and see the stupendous things.
The Latin refinement in the poem, which gives promise of Greek
perfection, is not the only quality which lifts L' Allegro above the poetry
of the Chaucerian cycle. There is a prophecy of magic also, in a certain
aerial and skyish quality we find in it. That about the cock " scattering
the rear of darkness " ; that about hearing the lark
Singing, startle the dull night
From his watchtower in the skies ;

that about the great Sun beginning his state
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Robed in flames and amber ligh t ;

such lines as these illumine the whole poem, and give it an ethereal
ity, a spaciousness, that one does not, I think, find at all in English verse
before the Elizabethans. 'Aerialness,' according to Matthew Arnold, is
an attribute of the Celtic magical note ; this that we get of it in L' Allegro
does not, perhaps, achieve giving us the full sense of Mystery that comes
when that note is struck fully and unequivocally ; the picture is not
drenched in wonder, as that pa11ed fountain picture is ; yet it is by an elixir
in these lines that L'Allegro is made supermaterial and ever-living. To
show how this skyishness passes into natural magic, we may quote from
a translation - I do not know by whom - of Dafydd ab Gwilym's
cywydd to the North Wind; Dafydd ab Gwilym was the greatest of the
medieval Welsh poets, and a contemporary of Chaucer.
·

Bodiless glory of the sky,
That wingless, footless, stern and loud,
Leap'st on thy starry path on high,
And chantest mid the mountain cloud
Wind of the North ! no power may chain,
No brand may scorch thy goblin wing ;
Thou scatterest with thy giant mane
The leafy palaces of Spring ;
And, as the naked woodlands droop or soar,
Liftest thine anthem where a thousand forests roar.

Milton made us feel the sky ; gave us a sense of its vastness, and
of its potentiality as the seat of elemental intelligence. Dafydd ab Gwilym,
child of an elder poetic evolution, went much farther. He filled the sky
with a vast, mysterious elemental consciousness: a " bodiless glory, "
footless and wingless, or with goblin wings ; with giant mane ; a " phan
tom of terror and delight " ; a laugher " amidst the citadels of morn. "
He does not tell us about the North Wind, but gives us its very essence,
its consciousness - that is the word to insist on ; he initiates us into the
Brotherhood of Extrahuman things. That also is a function of natural
magic. In L'Allegro, Milton was on the way to i t ; we shall see how a
poet of the third cycle arrived, through this same skyish j ourneying,
at the goal.
In fl Penseroso, obviously written after L' Allegro, though in the same
year, we find the marks of a decided growth of vision. The basis of the
poem is rather artistic than merely faithful ; that is to say, it is faithful,
but more consciously aims at beauty. There is no longer the physical
delight in nature, but an eye that looks for the beautiful ; a balanced
and statuesque mind, that calls up exquisite calm pictures and j ustly
and quietly appraises the beauty of serious things. I would call the
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other a pageant in quiet golds and greens, sky-blue and rose-color ; this,
a nocturne in night-blue, tvvilight-violet, indigo and siker. The young
bright poet of joy has become the se\,ere and conscious artist. But out
of this mainly Greek vision he rises, too, to a sense of mystery that is
not Greek. For the external gaiety of sunlight in the earlier poem, he
chooses chiefly mysterious moonlight no\v, and uses it to help him towards
natural magic. Here
Cynthia checks her dragon yoke
Gently o'er the accustomed oak ;

- an action a little too mysterious to be purely Greek or artistic, and
certainly too artistic to be merely faithful.
And here we may note that magic is not attained by mere personifi
cation of natural things and forces ; or the Greeks, whose tendency wa s
so largely to do that, would be the greatest magicians of all. The con
sciousness presented must be mysterious, and therefore impersonal ; and
we are to be made to feel it - to be initiated into it ; not just to be told
that it is there. Your modern journalist, who cannot speak of the Bay
of San Diego without taking a pot-shot at the poetical by calling it San
Diego's Bay -- thus personifying the city according to one of the worst
tricks of journalism of a certain order - in reality makes his advance,
not towards, but away from poetry : whose aim is not vague rhetorical
phrase-making, but the presentation of minute inner realities, essential
truth. The Greeks, if they missed as a rule achieving the supreme note
of magic, missed it through their very habit of making beauty concrete ;
of personifying, or personalizing, the great conscious forces. The Gods
are akin to men, in that they are conscious, intelligent ; but they are
unlike us in that they are impersonal ; and it is only when we are con
fronted with that likeness and unlikeness that we receh'e the electric
touch of mystery, the highest thing there is in art. The Greeks made
their Gods altogether too human ; one gets no spacious awe-inspiring
sense, when one hears of deities that quarrel and fall in love. Our pas
sions are too cheap, too commonplace, to be shared with hierarchies above
us in the order of being. Better the Egyptian plan, that depicted its
Gods animal-headed - that is to say, frankly symbolically - as intelli
gences only partly to be understood by human understanding ; but carved
into all its portraits of men something of augustness, mystery and eternal
being ; Osirifying the statues of kings, whose souls were believed to be
Osirified. Hence the peculiar power in Egyptian art : Magic : the whisper
that awakens the Infinite in our souls. Its note is mystery with Majesty.
The Celts forgot · their Gods, but retained a sense of the omnipresent
God-consciousness in Nature ; so we find a note of mystery with beauty
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in the best of their literature ; and English poetry has developed the same,
or a similar note. But to return to Il Pe11seroso.
We get a great draught of magic, I think, in these lines :
To behold the wandering Moon,
Riding near her highest noon,
Like one that had been led astray
Through the heaven's wide pathless way,
And oft, as if her head she bowed,
Stooping through a fleecy cloud.

- The personification does not descend to personalizing. The Greek
method would have given us Artemis the Huntress, belike, with motive
intelligible ; would have given us a picture of exquisite clarity and bal
ance : but would have missed the supreme mystery and truth of this.
Here the individuality, the consciousness, of the Moon are taken for
granted ; her motions are seen, but not interpreted, or only vague guesses
made at their interpretation
" like one that had been led astray " ; " as
if her head she bowed. " In the dubiety of that surmise, something is
resigned or conceded to the inexplicable : whence the mystery with which
the lines are luminous. The moon we know and that which is unknow
able in the moon are presented to our vision ; which means also that
the known and unknown within ourselves are brought together, and a
tremor of sentience is sent quivering through the unlit spaces that lie
beyond and above the conscious mind. I think that is the secret of the
power in this mystery note in poetry : we are made aware by it of the
beyond, and given intimations of the immortal. Sometimes it is revealed
to us in a flood of light ; sometimes only suggested, but with potent
wonder-working suggestion. - In fl Penseroso, be it noted, the poet has
begun to
-

outwatch the Bear
With thrice-great Hermes, or unsphere
The spirit of Plato, to unfold
The immortal mind -

to study a Theosophy that would help the Great Mystery in the soul
of any man to find expression.
In Lycidas, written four years later, Milton goes still farther - to
the crest of the cycle of pure nature-poetry, and beyond. The first bright
vision of L' Allegro (1633) grows artistic, and just touched with mystery,
in fl Penseroso; Greek and artistic in Comus ( 1 634): ensouled, there,
with Platonic idealism spurred up with the promise of Puritan fervor ;
so that we get the beginnings of the prophetic moral fire of the later
Milton. All these elements appear in wonderful Lycidas. It is trium
phantly Greek for the most part; it does not lack the touch of exquisite
Celtic magic ; and altogether it is flamingly on the side of the angels.
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A queer miraculous j umble of superhuman poetry, it partakes of the na
ture of the two Miltons : of the sweet singer of Horton, and of the grand,
blind Titan Lord of Song. Here is the former, but the former grown
almost beyond recognition :
Bring the rathe primrose that forsaken dies,
The tufted crowtoe and pale gessamine,
The white pink and the pansy freaked with jet ,
The glowing violet,
The musk-rose and the well-attired woodbine,
With cowslips wan that hang the pensive head ,
And every flower that sad embroidery wears ;
Bid amaranthus all his beauty shed,
And daffadillies fill their cups with tears.

- Here the three visions chase and trip on each other's heels ; what is
said of crowtoe, gessamine and pink, is said faithfully, but does not help
us to new beauty ; what is said of the pansy and the violet does ; " freaked
.
with j et " is a master-stroke of artistry, reproducing the blossom in a
heightened medium, revealing the secret of its outer loveliness ; while
the violet is seen luminous with its own light, which is probably the most
spiritual point that the artistic vision can reach. Then in what is said
about the primrose, the cowslips, and daffadillies, there is no doubt of
the presence of magic. Our consciousness is led out, through poetic sym
pathy, into extrahuman worlds ; the flowers are invested with a symbol
ism, based upon divination of their consciousness or spiritual value ;
a whole tale, untold, to inflame the imagination, is hinted at in each case.
But in fact, the wonder of Lycidas is not to be culled out of a few lines ;
and very little of it is in Nature-vision. It is a link between this and inner
worlds ; the mystery, ever-recurring, is spiritual ; one is on the march
towards the arcana. As nowhere before, one sees the Soul of Milton,
God's Warrior, emerging ; the stress and grand music blur the outward
vision ; dim shapes begin to appear out of worlds more portentous, more
august. First comes Phoebus, endowed with universal, esoteric and hier
archical significance, who
touched my trembling ear,

(that he, Milton, might hear and understand the divine music and se
crets) and explained why the higher life, the ' clear spirit ' should be sought,
shunning delights and living laborious days. We hear the tramp of in
visible armies, the innumerable beating of spiritual wings drawn near.
Symbol after symbol passes ; there is no tine to draw them too clearly
or materialistically, in the excitement caused by the nearness of the oc
cult flaming Soul." Triton, Aeolus, Camus pass ; then Peter with the Keys,
to denounce. A new power, prophetic, descends on Milton ; it burns
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up in those magnificent lines about the ' Blind mouths ! ' and culminates
in the mysterious ' two-handed engine at the. door . ' It is a passage full
of sublime mixed metaphors, through which Poetry, enangered, stalks in
.
haughty supremacy, with a whip in her hands of not too small cords for
certain evils of the time. But it rings the knell of Nature-seeing. The
clearness of the poet's vision into natural things was going ; the sublime
His objects and similes
symbolic blindness was coming upon him.
make no picture of themselves ; the value is altogether in the flame of
his Promethean soul, that burns up the symbols one by one before they
have had time to be uttered. You get no clear presentment with lines
and colors; but you know that a Voice has spoken out of Sinai, a thunder
out of Sion.

SO N N ET -- MOR N I NG

AT

TH E

GAT E

BY KE'.\fl\"ETH .'.VIORR I S

1Dim blue an � �ove-grq', necke � with �elicate .snow,
]Far off the mountains �ream ; the mulbcrrr trcc.s
Ghis si�c them .sprca� wan purpling sha�ows
0 f ncttc� bareness, mi.stlihc, palclr aglow ;

:'\ n� in the morning .silence, row br row,
S lowly the waving palm-plumes take the breeze ;
:\n � here a mockingbir � hi.s heart must case
Singing, an� there, q uails laugh an� croon an � crow,
Who 's coming �own the roa M

1D ear, who can sal'?

:\ �cal. 71 gucs.s, bcsi�cs what crcs can .sec.

:\ schoolbor with l)is book.s . . .

a motor- �rar. . . .

Ghrcc sol Ncr.s from the fort, . . . . then - mrsterr.
:\n�. perchance, michacl On hi.s warwar� Wal'
With all lBo� 's plume� an � naming cavalrl'.
Internat ion a l Theosophical H eaquarters

Point Loma, Californ ia

15l
IS TH E B RA I N TH E O RGAN OF MI N D ? b y T. Henry, M. A.

� � HE extent to which scientific opinions are altering, and much
V �iJ wider views are replacing familiar ideas, is indicated by a re
� P �� cent paper on " The Relation of Muscular Activity to the

� Mental Process, " by Dr. George Van �. Dearborn, in the
American Physical Education Re1·ie,.< . This writer ob j ects to the idea that
the brain or even the cerebro-nervous system, is the sole physical basis
of consciousness ; and, taking the muscular system as a special case, he
argues that is it just as competent to act as a basis for consciousness as is
the brain. We cannot localize bodily heat or movement, and still less can
we localize consciousness. Protoplasm, that pervasive substance, would
seem to represent the physical basis of consciousness better than any one
thing. But the body in its entirety acts as the vehicle of consciousness;
and the wonderful co-ordination of its parts forbids us to regard any one of
them as the sole or even the special organ of consciousness. The muscular
tissue is found almost everywhere and is very complex in its structure.
Besides its molecular movements it has molar movements, those rhythmi
cal vibrations known as !onus. Feeling is one of the aspects of its con
sciousness, and feeling is always accompanied by somatic movements all
o\-er the body. Hence the muscles; by their continual vibration, are pecu
liarly adapted to be organs of feeling and therefore of consciousness. He
also quotes authorities and experiments which show that muscle is auto
nomous and not dependent on nerve stimulus for its action ; it even per
forms its inherent function before the nerves have grmvn into it from the
developing nervous centers. The idea that the muscles are merely mecha
nical contriYances to execute movements willed in the brain and tele
graphed along t he nerves, is crude. One surely thinks no longer, he says,
of the ' will ' as seated in the brain, and making the muscles serve it ; \Ve
have as much right to say that the brain serves the muscles. The nen-ous
system is the co-ordinating machinery. :\1ental derangements are found
to coincide with muscular disturbances, and why should we refer these
derangements to the protoplasm of the brain rather than to that of the
muscles? He even refers us to the natural presumption of the aw:rage
child, who thinks that the body in general is conscious. An expert is
surely not one who owes all his skill to a better brain-cortex and whose
muscles are merely a set of tools.
What this writer says, so far, might apply equally to an animal, since
an animal has brain and nerves, muscles, and the other tissues found in the
human body. The animal has a body, which is the physical basis of the
animal consciousness-or, as we should say, of the animal monad. But in
man there is something more ; he is self-conscious. The question of the
human monad and its relation both to the animal consciousness and to the
body , is therefore of prime importance. The whole subject is of course im-
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mensely complex. \Ye should have to study all the tissues. and organs in
the body, and consider the kinds of consciousness appertaining to each;
as well as the innumerable combinations which, like the mixtures of stops
in a church organ, result from the interaction of the several elements.
Then there is, in the animal , the presiding consciousness which regulates
the whole psychic and physical mechanism ; and in man that still higher
consciousness which can preside over and regulate those instincts which, in
the animal, rule.
I f we were to confine our study to the bodily centers and their con
sciousness, we should merely arouse the various instincts and propensities
that are correlated with those centers ; in other words , we should be poking
a rash finger into a very complicated buzz-saw. What we ought to do is to
study the relation of the higher mind to the lower ; for not until the selfish
propensities have been made subordinate to the intelligent will, can these
psycho-physiological questions be handled profitably and safely.
Yet the article we have reviewed shows the importance of keeping the
whole body in health and balance ; and it is made evident that we cannot
expect our minds to serve us well unless we give them a clean and healthy
dwelling-place. But there are rules of proportion to be observed. Though
we can do much by purifying the body, we cannot do all by that alone ;
for an impure mind would more than counteract our efforts.
It is possible to pay too much attention to the physical aspect of
things (just as it is possible to pay too little) . The body has even been
studied as though consciousness were only (to use the writer's phrase) a
useless superphenomenon. The extreme view, that consciousness is a
secretion, may be regarded as dead and buried ; yet there are still those
who regard the mind as being in some way or other a product of the body.
This writer fully recognises the independent character of the mind. Mind
is surely the only real existence ; if not, we shall find it impossible to argue
logically on the question. And the body is created by the mind, not the
mind by the body. But let us never forget that, in man, there is something
as far superior to the mind as the mind is to the body. But even this state
ment is misleading, as being incomplete. We shall have to get back to the
septenary division given by Theosophy, where the whole man is divided
into :
Atman, or Spirit, a universal principle
�
THE HIGHER TRIAD I Buddhi, or Spiritual Soul, the vehicle of Atman
l Manas, or the higher Mind of man
Kama, the Animal Soul
THE LO\YER
Prana, the Life-Principle
QUATER;..; ARY
(
Linga-Sarira, the Model-Body
The Physical Body

f
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and only by studying this classification in detail can we avoid hopeless con
fusion and a wandering amid a maze of conflicting theories based on the
partial knowledge gained by individual investigators.

TH E

CRI M I N AL :

�'i'"i �'

by Herbert Coryn,

M. R. c.

s.,

M.

D.

HE Lombroso school has studied and told us all about the
physique of the criminal : his ear, head, arm, har.d and the
rest, born to crime as the sparks fly up·wards.
The virtuous reader may agree ; but will he agree also, as
�
he logically should, that lz is l'irtue is due to the better shape of h is head?
That he vrns predetermined by his ear to his flawless conduct?
The activities of a snail are conditioned by its shell, undoubtedly. But
equally undoubtedly, the characteristics of snail (as distinct from ; say,
limpet ) condition the shells that snails build. It depends which end of the
combination you look at first. Anthropological criminology may begin
with the physique ; \Ve shall begin with the criminality, asking how, from
men who dez·iate into crime on occasion there arise men with whom crime is
the normal line of conduct - that is, the habitual criminals 1vith the
Lombroso-ticketed physique.
If the habitual criminal is the product of heredity and we go back along
his line for one or two generations, we shall reach the ancestor who merely
deviated into crime under the pressure of environment, whom certain con
ditions pressed into crime.
Let us remember that crime is increasing. A constant force acting upon
a body causes an acceleration . The evil forces of environment are therefore
at any rate not as yet lessening, and may be increasing. What are they?
There is poverty. A proportion of societv
" is crushed against the wall
.
and a certain fraction of these react by cri me. That they need not commit
crime even though starving, is true. But human nature being ·what it is,
crushing will mean crime.
Pressure or crushing might be better rendered pulling. Roughly speak
ing, everyone's idea is to pull for himself all that he can. The general at
mosphere of consciousness is tense with the general pull for the dollar.
Let the worthy citizen consider. He is in favor of a high tariff or of a
railroad line to his city. Does he advocate these primarily because he
thinks they will be good for his country or his city, or because they will
advantage h is business? Does his thinking begin with his own interests,
or only get there . after considering the interests of country, city, and his
fellows?
It is this selfishness of humanity at large that is the cause of the pres�

���
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sure, the crushing, and is consequently the cause of part of the crime.
But we shall get in this way rather men vvho commit crime than the
habitual criminals, the men with the special head and ear. How come they?
The man who commits a crime we send to prison . He is very likely to have
j ustified his crime to himself, especially if it was the alternati\·e to starva
tion. He therefore feels unjustly treated and has that sense of inj ustice to
reinforce the fret of even humane prison treatment, But the treatment
may be of a degrading character in some of its details-for example, the
lock-step ; and the punishment inflicted on the man who lets his fret tempt
him into fracture of rule may not only be degrading but inhuman. \Ve
have not changed all that yet '. The public has not informed itsel f as to
what still goes on behind the gates and bars in many of our prisons. It
hears of reform ; it docs not hear where ha:< been no reform. And such
reform as t11cre is. is extremely recent and localized.
l'p t ill recently, then, even from prisons that are 1wu· well conducted,
the m;:m 1Yho had merely committed a crime often came out a resentful and
revengeful crim inal: -- something as i f you punished a child whom you had
detect ed in t;iking a bite between meals in such a way as to transform him
into a habitual glutton. The man's sense of injustice was intensely deep
ened ; he v:as altogether out of touch with society, and even if he had
wanted to, he had no way to get into touch again ; he was often almost en
tirely dehumanized ; and his health was usually permanently undermined.
But lie u·asfree-to p ropagate lzis like! It was from this man's mind and
body, and from the mind and body of a like partner, that the breed of
' habitual criminal ' arose.
1 And the prisons that j ustify our use of the
past tense are far fewer than the uninstructed newspaper-reader imagines. )
The ' sterilization method,· now in full swing in several states, will
presently make the situation unimaginably \Vorse. The germs of heredity
are mental as well as physical, a'.l d the new method, with the freer license
and opportunity it carries with it, provides for the enr-increasing produc
tion of th" Yice-charged s11bjectfrc elements of criminal l:eredity. They
will duly find their places of incarnation. and ' black sheep · will become an
epidemic throughout society.
Thus in so far as we have not reformed prison methods, in so far as our
prison methods degrade and are cruel and inhuman, in so far do they in
sure the production of habitual and congenital criminality \vith its physical
stigmata.
In so far as the criminal is not protected and helped on his emergence
and enabled to find a livelihood, do we insure his return to crime.
And until the . social pressure is relieved by the spirit of brotherhood, of
unselfish citizenship and real patriotism, shall we continue to insure crime
and the habitual criminal among the wall - driYen.
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by Vernon Lloy d-Griffiths

NDER vast skies from which the sun
had just departed, and into which night
with her pomp of stars had not yet come,
the Atlantic, dreaming, lolled and heaved.
Bars of liquid gold still streaked the west,
and flickered shiftingly on the unstable
gray and foxglove-tinted sea-face. Twi
light was dying, and up the estuary of the
Lonno the blue and dimness and violet of
the world were passing into the somber
glory of night.
Rarely shall you find such quiet on the
sea. About the bases of the vast crag of
Penmorvran, where the waves so incessant
ly whiten and bloom, was a slumberous
motion of waters.
The tide was high :
almost high enough to cover the Mermaids'
Rock ; the ninth wave, no more than a
ripple on that sleeping sea, did just wash
over its level surface ; the rest but plashed
against its sides, swaying the fringe of seaweed, and crooningly gurgling and mut
tering.
How wonderful was this
world above the sea !
There, right under the shad
ow of Penmorvran, Gwendon,
daughter of King Danvore, sat
and pondered.
It was the
place of peril, as she had been
��-,,-� -:--:o__ warned a hundred times ; where
-,. ��.L
�·;Syj� '
"" _.
dread supernatural beings rode in
their ships, and whoso saw them pass, should have
pleasure no more in the beautiful depths of the sea. If we see the mermen
rarely, it is no wonder ; since the surface of the ocean is haunted with
danger for them, that neither we nor they can understand. Only in human
language was this sea-washed slab at the foot of Penmorvran called the
Mermaids' Rock ; among the subjects of King Danvore it was known as
the Place of Peril.
But that was nothing to the Princess Gwendon. Having tempted the
unknown, she foun.d it haunted with wonder and beauty such as she had
never dreamed of before. The great headland towered up, mysteriously
majestic, into vastnesses more wonderful than anything beneath the
_
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waves ; - vastnesses that called to some sleeping greatness within her
heart, that thrilled towards the far blossoms of evening blooming above ;
or, when these withered, towards a firmament of solemn but exultant
mystery, wherein the marvels that were the stars soared and swam and
flamed . . . . . Peril? - it was a world more excellent altogether than the
beryl-hearted waters ; one might expect here the passaging of Princi
palities and Powers ; one might see those Masters of might and beauty at
whose bidding the sea rolls and the wind riots, the stars shine and the
skies bloom and darken . . . . . For all these were a dim legend among the
peoples of the sea.
And there was the land : the unknown, the inciter of imaginings, the
abode of marvels and fountain of dreams. Dark rock of Penmorvran,
round whose bases the waves, and round whose crest the clouds gathered :
what should one see, could one swim up through this supportless new
element, as through one's native water, and light on the summit of you ;
and, turning away from the ocean, gaze into the other world? Hills
forest-clad beyond the Sands of Lonno ; mysterious estuary, narrowing
afar into a region blue and violet and waning into wonderful darkness ;
what lay beyond you, what lay beyond? . . . . .
One goes coldly and slowly below there, in the natural world of water ;
one floats poised in the middle ambience, in groves of silent forests, in
glades whereabout the long frondage of the trees undulates soundless
forever, and there are great many-hued shells below among the sea
flowers, and the fish go voiceless in their tribes, flitting dumbly through
the soundlessness . . . . . One floats poised there, brooding on the life that
sways or is motionless about one - but brooding only with the eyes, not
with mind ; - then away through the green depths into some cavern on
whose rocky and irregular floor sea-anemones wave flower-like tentacles,
blue and orange and purple, to wander immeasurable dark miles, going
dumb through silent halls and galleries, and wondering, dreaming, won
dering - but with eyes only, never with mind. A commonplace, passion
less world, where one obeyed King Danvore unquestioning, and went
voiceless and passive forever, and revelled with no keenness of j oy, and
wandered without curiosity or desire, and labored without interest . . . . .
Without j oy, curiosity, desire, or interest - how did she know? Ah,
it was that here in this new world between the sea and the sky, new senses
stirred out of latency, and a new nature infected her ; - as here, too,
that wonderful new thing, sound, revealed itself. Here, even to the sea
races, it seemed, speech was made known ; one might communicate the
motions of one's. consciousness not dumbly, as in the world below, but as
the waves and the winds and the sea-gulls did, in sounds pregnant with
mystery. One might imitate their song, and go from that to finding
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oneself possessed of language. The ftamey blossoms of the sky, the flicker
ing violet and silver and citron on the sea, the plash of the waves and whis
per of the breeze - these things awakened a world of possibilities within
one ; one saw that there might be delight keen and burning - that there
might be thought compelling and mysterious ; that - . Here it was
that her father had warned her, but yesterday, of the dangers of this
wonderworld : speaking in marvelous words the dumb fear that is implant
ed in the elemental races of the sea. But he could get no promise from her ;
having tasted this once, how could she swear she would not taste it again?
Dangers - fear? - Ah, but the beautiful unknown called to her in
sistently, and a new being within her being was trembling into life ! 0
majestic crag towering into the sky ; 0 dark marvelous expanse above,
strewn with little points of flame ; line of hills afar, beyond the white
waters of the estuary that run and ripple and gleam, now, under a pale,
luminous shell of a moon ; how lifeless you have made the old life beneath
the waves seem ! I long for you ; I am drawn irresistibly towards you ;
I must possess the secret of you ; I must . . . . . Hush !
Out upon the waters a song rose, and drew near ; and she half raised
herself, and sat tense, with strained ears to listen. Round the headland
swept a galley, driven by a hundred oars ; crescent-shaped and dragon
prowed it came, and by the prow stood a man wing-helmeted, one-armed,
very glorious and warlike of form. The long oars dipped in time to the
singing, the waters flashed and dripped from them as they rose ; the
song, wild and warlike, not unharsh, though swingingly musical, rang out
over the quiet sea. The ship passed very near her : so near that she could
see the eyes of the singers, and the motions of their lips as they sang.
Wonder of wonders ; mystery and insatiable lure . . . . . terror . . . . . and
lure ! She watched them wide-eyed, palpitant, amazed, bewildered.
They passed, and she started and shuddered ; she must hurry back to
the court of her father ; must seek natural things quickly, and safety in
the familiar beryl-hearted quietude ; she had surely seen the thing for
bidden, supernatural, terrifying. Down from the rock she slipped, and
sped through the green world of the waters . . . . . and all the while she
sped that which she left behind was calling to her . . . . . Oh, this suffo
cating world, this drowning, dull, soundless element ! . . . . No, never the
world beneath the sea again ; it was unbreathable by that which had
been awakened in her ! She rose to the sea-face, and panted, and cried
with delight to behold once more the stars. But what was she to do?
Borne out from landward over the moon-gleaming estuary came an irre
sistible call : hum.an voices : the wild sea warsong of the Vikings. Peril?
- but sure, it was the only thing for her. She must follow, and see, and
know. She swam in towards the land.
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The ebbing tide brought the brackish water of the Lonno upon her,
hard to battle against . She turned aside from the swift current, and
rested on a sandbank ; and gave herself up to the joy of the new world,
and sang ; and presently fell asleep under the moon. When she awoke
it was in a glory that almost stunned her with its magnificence ; she was
in the sea no longer, but on land ; in a warm, sunlit world full of gleaming
beauty and sweet sound.
Beside her a little streak of sea water, left by
the tide, dimpled under the breeze ; yonder on one side were the forest
hills of Aglamere, and on the other, the great cape Penmorvran ; all about
her were the leagues and yellow leagues of the Sands of Lonno.
II

Prince Claribold stood i n the window o f his hunting-lodge at Tangollen,
and looked out over the Sands of Lonno, all yellow and fawn-colored and
bright under the sun and gentle skies of the best of June mornings. Here
and there, in the wide expanse of sand, were shallow channels in which
the tide, far ebbed, lingered silvery and shimmering. Beyond the estuary
rose the mountain line, ending far seaward in the promontory of Penmorv
ran, a blue and purple sunlit gloom ; the sea was a mere gleaming streak
in the distance southward, to be seen brokenly through the sprays of
green flame that were the leafage of the hazels and oaks on the hillside
without.
It was the fourth morning of the boar hunt, and the prince had had
three days of deep and unwonted content. He had ridden far, in that
time, through the Forest ; desiring relief from the strain of opposing his
father' s will. King Cophetua nagged, brought up the matter at unseason
able times, and mixed it in with your meat and drink. A scheming,
politic old man, was King Cophetua ; who had changed mightily since the
days of his romance and the beggar-maid -- Prince Claribold's mother,
dead now these many years. Father and son, now, had nothing in com
mon ; except perhaps a stubbornness of will.
So the prince, high-hearted and romantic altogether, had ridden out
upon the boar-hunt ; and did not know, not he, whether he would return.
Faith, he was utterly sick of court life, and of being the object of endless
court scheming. More to his taste the wild places of the forest ; the crags
that towered up eagle-high into the blue out of the sea of trees ; the shad
owy regions of the green gloom and the sunlit glades of bracken - where
you might mold for yourself in day-dreams a life as free and sweet, as
romantic and unhampered as you please. Why, here one might play
Robin Hood, with one's merry men ; here, perchance - if one might
meet some true Maid Marian.
He would not marry the Princess Eleanore ; that was fiat. A fig for
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uniting the two kingdoms ; was there to be no more glory won at the old
traditional war? And she was older than he ; and if beautiful, of a beauty
by no means to his taste. And he did not and would not love her ; and
would marry for love or turn monk. Whom? That was as fate and the
future and love should say. Once or twice, indeed, he had tried to force
the hand of the last named ; but to no purpose. He was the son of Co
phetua-in-love-wi th-the-beggar-maid, not of Cophetua-come-to-years-of
discretion or -past-the-follies-of-youth ; and so, as it were, by heredity
expectant of romance. And no high-born Bertha, Cunigunde or Althea
at court having pleased him, he dreamed of some peasant-girl (perhaps)
- but with the breeding of a princess - and of a house of green boughs
(perhaps) in wide Aglamere.
Three days of the forest had cleaned all perturbation from his mind,
and left him to dream freely what romantic dreams he would. Now,
however, the gaiety and sweet vigor of morning possessed him, spirit
and limbs ; and a wind from the sea set him forgetting, almost, to dream.
No, he would not hunt that morning ; he would keep the forest for the
afternoon, dining first at midday here at beloved Tangollen - after a
ride down to the sea, and a swim to the Mermaids' Rock. Or perhaps he
would not hunt until tomorrow, but give the afternoon to turning a chan
son on the beauties of the hunting-lodge : the dancing leaves near, the
sunlight on the sands, the far gleam of the water ; and behind, the island
glades, in the great tree-ocean of Aglamere. What kingdom else should he
desire, or what royal palace - so the Lady of Romance were there for
his queen ? - So, standing in the window, and already planning the
chanson, he gave himself up to gay visions, in which was no tinge of gray
or drab ; visions that flashed with the clean sunlight and heyday of youth,
a procession of them in green and gold and scarlet, with tenderer and more
passionate hues interwoven.
All at once singing came up to his hearing from the sand below ;
singing like none he had ever heard : wordless and plaintive, filled with
longing, with questions put to the unknown and infinite, hardly more
personal than the sighing of a sudden gentle wind, or the lisp of little
meditative waves on a sandy beach. He listened, much moved, and
scanned the shore for the source of it, but saw no one ; then went out,
all aglow, to the very edge of the hill, where no hazel or oak leaves inter
vened to hjnder his vision. What he saw swept his whole being into a
tumult. Down the hillside he strode, and out across the sands of Lonna ;
the glamor of his dreams at last incarnate, it seemed to him.
She appeared bewildered, and without power to answer him clearly.
She was a princess, she said ; the daughter of a king out yonder - here
she pointed out to the sea.
Shipwrecked ? She had no words to say ;
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it was to be concluded so, however ; and that she was still too dazed with
the peril she had passed through, to remember. But she would rome with
him - accept his hospitality, his protection? Oh yes, she would come as one follows a god that commands, knowing or not whither he be leading.
For this human prince, of course, was a god to her : a being of a higher
order than her own, whom she felt, vaguely, possessed the secrets of the
wonderworld into which she had come, and would reveal them. That is,
as soon as she began to feel anything at all, beyond mere awe and wonder
at his presence, and an overwhelming sense of his superiority.
- Before
he had crossed the sands with her, he had wooed her and won : yes, she
would marry him (whatever that might mean) . . . . . His praise of her
beauty fell upon ears impersonal, and so uncomprehending ; his passion
ate speech thrilled her, but less than did the wonder and beauty of the
upper-world. She did not understand it ; perhaps it was part of the great
mystery, perhaps - since it seemed of the very essence of this wonder
being who spoke to her - it would prove the key to that. Homage in
any case must be rendered . . . . . When they came to Tangollen, he was
all radiant and exalted ; she still altogether lost and timid and confused.
He called to his knights, and showed her to them : his bride, a ship
wrecked princess. He would strike now with native impetuosity and
romance, fashioning his dreams into sudden actuality. He laughed to
think his father's love-story outdone ; his mother could never have been
as beautiful as this lovely jetsam from the sea. Let them drink bumpers
to this beautiful bride ! Let these, for the love of love, deck Tangollen
with green boughs and the flowers of the forest ; and these others go about
to prepare a wedding-feast . . . . . Rolf Forester, ride thou post haste the
three leagues into Pontlonno, and bring back a priest to marry me ; say
he shall have a hundred crowns for his fee. We shall confront King
Cophetua presently with the accomplished fact; then let him storm as he
may . . . . A lodge of green boughs in Aglamere, if the worst came to the
worst ; with this so divinely fair bride to share it with him ! . . . . How
beautiful the worst would be !
Rolf Forester returned within two hours after noon ; he had met
Father Ladislas, by good luck, in the forest - fresh from administering
extreme unction to a charcoal-burner's daughter, and nothing loath to
- But arrived at Tangollen,
marry a couple for a hundred crowns of fee.
the good religious - a cautious, unromantic man, it seemed --.was afflict
ed with doubts. He had no need to wait for the I, Clar£bold, take thee,
before coming at the bridegroom's identity ; and knowing something of
current statecraft and affairs at court, thought it was his duty to remon
strate. Besides, the beauty of the bride almost appalled him ; he saw
nothing human in it, and knew that great perils beset the man who marries
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with a daughter of the sea. He managed to get a little (on his part)
tactful conversation with her - and made nothing of it but what con
firmed his suspicions. He urged this view of it on the prince ; with as
much effect as i f he had urged it upon the wind. Claribold took his
warnings like the whirlwind takes the straw ; - and then, there were the
hundred crowns : no small matter to a poor (and avaricious) parish priest.
The wedding was over before the sun went down.
Then they lit up the lodge bravely, and feasted ; the prince with his
bride . at the head of t he table ; the priest, by no means easy in his mind,
opposite to them. Many were the healths drunk ; many were the songs
sung and the stories told by the knights : courtly and romantic and pas
sionate tales of Charlemain and his Paladins ; of Arthur and his Table
Round ; of the good knight Sir Theseus of Athens, and his martial courting
of the Lady Hippolyta. Dumb with wonder, Gwendon listened. The
theme of the songs and stories was al ways the same : this secret ( as it
seemed) of the upper-world, this atmosphere of the supernatural realm
into which she had come : this thing love of which the god-prince had
been telling her all day : this fire in the veins, this intoxication of the heart
which he had been pouring out upon her : and which she did not under
stand, or feel, but could only marvel at. How to interpret by it the flamy
blossoms of night in the sky ; the wild foxgloves, the primroses and daffo
dils of sunset that rippled and fiickered on the face of the waters? Well,
she would learn, she would learn ; no doubt there was much more to be
told.
III
The lights shone out through the windows o f Tangollen, and far
across the Sands of Lonna, covered now shallowly by the tide ; the songs
floated out seaward ; and King Danvore, where he drifted in the silver of
the moonlight, searching for his lost daughter, heard the songs and saw
the lights, and was troubled, as by fearful omens. He turned back from
the perilous estuary
for him a ghostly borderland ; and sought the
Mermaids' Rock.
I var the Sea Rover, too, heard and saw them from the prow of his
ship. Last night Ivar had taken and burned Pontlonno town ; of the in
habitants none escaped but Father Ladislas and his acolyte, who of course
were away in the forest at the time, and knew nothing of it. All day long
the Vikings had been hunting in Aglamere ; but east of the river, so that
no rumor of their doings reached Tangollen. I var the One-armed owed
Prince Claribold .a grudge, and of the first magnitude ; since the coast
raid, two years before, in which the prince with a hundred knights met
him, lopped off his left arm close to the shoulder in the battle, and
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drove him and his men, fighting strenuously, back to their ship plunderless.
So now, spying the lights of Tangollen across the estuary, and knowing
that region well, Ivar conceived that here was the chance of revenge.
Tangollen was Claribold' s ; good sport to burn it to the · ground, even
though Claribold were not within. But he probably was within : witness
the lights and songs. Anchor ship there, and come, some thirty of you,
sons of the Vikings - long-legged men that will find no difficulty in cross
ing these moon-bright shallows !
A warshout without broke upon the revelry at Tangollen ; the knights
were on their feet in a moment ; had snatched swords and targets from
the walls ; and were at the door, Claribold at the head of them, before
it was broken down.
The Sea Princess, standing in her place on the dais, looked on what
followed in amazement that passed into terror : it was another mystery
of the man-world - but ab, not beautiful, not lofty, not to be desired.
She saw spears and swords sickeningly reddened, and man after man fall.
The shouting, the ferocity in the eyes of the fighters, appalled her. She
saw her god-prince outdo and stand out from the others, and he began
to take on personality for her. Fifteen of the Vikings fell, and the t en
knights ; but her eyes were all on Claribold. She saw him, fighting alone
and heroically, driven back step by step, parrying thrust after thrust,
killing this man, and that, and that other ; then smashing to the ground
that fourth man with an outward sweep of left arm and target. And then
she saw the spear fly that struck his guardless breast, and saw him fall
at her own feet . . . . . And then the sorrow and passion of the world smote
upon her at once, an overwhelming billow, and she was no longer a daugh
ter of the sea. She forgot that there was wonder and beauty and mystery
in this world above the waves ; she forgot the flamey lights of the night
sky, and the flickering blooms of the evening ; all supernatural glory
. was blotted out of the world. She beheld her god slain, and the glamor
of the world pass away with him ; she understood the mournful mystery
he had striven to reveal to her, and found the heart of it bitterness and
sorrow ; and was no more than a stricken and bereaved woman.
Ivar the One-armed had lost nineteen of his men ; but he had won a
good fight, his revenge, and a maiden the like of whose beauty he had
never seen on any coast between Trondhjem and Alexandria. Decidedly
he had no cause to complain.
King Danvore was on the Mermaids' Rock under the headland of
Penmorvran, when the Viking ship passed. Passed quite near, so that he
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could see the eyes of the men who were rowing, and the motions of their
lips as they sang. It was not that near view of terrifying humanity, how
ever, that so appalled him, as the terrible beauty he beheld on his daugh
ter's face. " Gwendon, Gwendon, my darling ! Come back to me ! " he
cried ; braving the whole awfulness of the supernatural for her sake.
But she had no more eyes to see, or ears to hear him, than had I var the
Viking and his men.

M Y THOLOGY :

� HE

by H. Travers, M . A .

word mythology is used in two senses : it is applied to
designate
the science which investigates myths, and it is
/ . �¢).
also used to denote the myths themselves taken collect ively.
P
� Thus we may say that the science called mythology studies
the mythology of ancient races.
The mythologies of ancient Greece and Rome afford familiar exam
ples ; and to these may be added those of Egypt, India, America, Scan
dinavia, China, etc. ; and finally the myths of various widely-scattered
peoples of the class usually called primitive or savage. In short, myths
and mythologies are universally prevalent. The existence of myths, their
universal diffusion, their extremely elaborate and highly-wrought charac
ter, and the remarkable uniformity among them, have together consti
tuted a problem that has foiled all attempts at a satisfactory explana
tion along the lines of conventional theories of history and anthropology.
The facts, so diligently collected by a host of students and scholars, do
not accommodate themselves to the prevalent notions as to human his
tory, and are not at all what one would be led to expect by inference
from those notions. They are, in fact, but one among many groups of
facts which confirm those teachings as to history put forward by Theo
sophy and so ably expounded by H. P. Blavatsky in her writings. The
existence of mythology constitutes one of the best proofs of the truth
of those teachings as to ancient history.
For a good account of the myths, and o f the various attempts at ex
plaining them, the reader may be referred to the paper on " Mythology "
by Andrew Lang,in the Ninth edition of tbe Encyclopaedia Britannica.
From that paper it will be seen that the principal difficulty in explain
ing myths has arisen from the peculiar views which the various students
have taken of the past history of the human race. The prevalent the
ory has of course been that which represents humanity as having pro
gressed from the past to the present along a single upward line of evol-
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ution from barbarism and ignorance to civilization and knowledge. As
suming, then, that the peoples among whom the myths arose were bar
barians, it becomes difficult to explain how such peoples came to invent
such marvelous fabrics. These savages must be credited with imagina
tion, poetic ability and constructive ability beyond belief. Again, how
explain the uniformity? The two theories devised to account for this
are that of extensive migration and commingling among the various races,
whereby they might be supposed to have derived the myths one from
another ; and that which supposes that man will naturally invent the
myths, independently and without collusion. The choice between these
two explanations is truly a choice of evils.
The myths deal with history, cosmogony, theogony, religion, and a
few other matters ; and are often classified as creation-myths, myths of
the great gods, myths of the underworld, myths of the cosmic elements
of water, air and earth, and so forth. The various explanations are that
they are historical, that they are religious, that they are moral allegories,
that they are ' solar-myths ' ; while Max Muller, a language specialist,
seeks to explain myths as being what some of his critics have described
as a " sort of disease of language. " Every one of these explanations con
tains a germ of truth, but only a germ. The whole truth is comprehen
sive enough to embrace all the theories with much more besides.
As to the ' solar-myth ' theory, while it is obvious that such events
as the rebirth of the year are symbolized by myths, it is going too far
to assert that this was the sole purpose of the myths. We can scarcely
imagine the whole ancient world conspiring to celebrate the phenomena
of nature in such elaborate and poetic fashion. What was actually so
celebrated was something more far-reaching and vital than the mere ex
ternal phenomena of nature. I n fact, these phenomena were them
selves symbols of that deeper truth.
A myth which represents the rebirth of the year, represents the prin
ciple of rebirth in general, and therefore applies also to the rebirth of
the Soul in man, the rebirth of an ancient race, the periodic rebirth of
worlds after the period of pralaya or suspension, the spiritual or second
birth of a candidate after his mystic death, and many other things. I t
i s a fundamental principle that i s symbolized ; and the same i s the case
with the other myths and symbols, so that the whole system constitutes
a book of science on the most comprehensive scale and expressed by for
mulae and symbols just as modern science is. The labors of Hercules
were scarcely elaborated for the sole purpose of celebrating the course
of the sun ; and e�en if they were, there is so much in the story that
could not be explained thus, even by the utmost forcing.
What, for instance, are the twelve signs of the zodiac, and why such
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universal uniformity in the assignment to them of their several charac
ters, for which we search the actual stars in vain for any suggestion of
resemblance to the symbolic animals, etc . ? This myth, again, with its
analogs, such as that of the Chaldaean Izdubar, represents one of the
fundamental cosmic truths - a principle of wide and cosmic application.
The most important application, and one worthy of celebration in all
lands and times, is its application to the drama of the Soul ; the hero is
the Soul, and his twelve labors are the difficulties that beset the Soul in
its conquest over the delusive power of matter. This myth is astronom
ical and is also allegorical of the individual human drama ; and since all
evolution, whether of races, individuals or earths, moves in accordance
with uniform laws, the story of Hercules can be applied to history and
thus the myth gets its historical significance. Further, there are mathe
matical significances, connected with the dodecahedron and the duo
denary, into which we cannot enter here ; and a physiological interpreta
tion which may be somewhat familiar to some students of astrology.
Theosophy, having already postulated on other grounds an immense
antiquity for the human race and an immense antiquity even for civ
ilization, finds no such contradiction between its historical views and the
evidence afforded by myths. On the contrary, the myths merely illus
trate, confirm and elucidate the Theosophical views of history. A perusal
of The Secret Doctrine of H. P. Blavatsky will show that mythology forms
the groundwork of the whole book, which may be described as an inter
pretation of myths ; and the reason for attributing such importance to
myths is seen from the definition which Theosophy gives to myths.
The human race having existed on earth for some millions of years,
and civilization being a periodic phenomenon, there must have been highly
cultured peoples in very remote times ; hence it is not necessary to puzzle
ourselves with trying to imagine how savages could invent myths. These
myths, according to H. P. Blavatsky (not to mention those scholars
whom she quotes in support of the same views) , are the records of ancient
history which have been handed down from the times that we call pre
historic. The long process of tradition, the local influences of different
environments and national characters, the forgetfulness of the original
meaning of the myths, and similar causes, have contributed to effect di
vergences among the mythologies found in different places. But what is
essential in them all is uniform, and what is uniform is essential. Con
sequently it is by a collation of the various myths that their real object
and meaning can be arrived at. This is what is done in The Secret Doctrine.
Another important point mentioned by H. P. Blavatsky is that every
myth has seven keys, and that all of these seven interpretations must
be known before the myth is fully understood. It is easy therefore to
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understand the variety of opinions among scholars, one of whom has
favored orie of the seven interpretations, another another. Teat many
myths have an astronomical significance is at once apparent ; others
again refer to the constitution and evolution of man ; and while some can
be seen to refer to cosmic events such as floods and alterations of climate,
others are as obviously related to the history of human races. The math
ematical and geometrical bearing of many myths and symbols is apparent ;
and of others the religious or moral tendency is equally obvious. All
these are but partial understandings of a very comprehensive topic.
The reasons why symbolic rather than direct language was used for
the expression of myths are also fully explained by H. P. Blavatsky.
For one thing, it is impossible to find any other form of expression capable
of expressing so inclusive a meaning ; and any attempt at a literal ren
dering would at once limit the meaning of the symbol. The information
that had to be conveyed by myths belonged to an order of ideas for whose
expression verbal language is inadequate. The teaching in schools of
the mysteries has always been given by means of symbols - a hint for
those interested in studying the origin and real purpose of the drama.
The original designers of the myths were Teachers ; and, as the existence
of such Teachers and their schools and disciples is not allowed for by
the ordinary students of mythology, another difficulty in their path be
comes apparent.
The study of Egyptian history shows a long succession of civilized
peoples in the Nile valley ; and as we reach further back in time, we find
no signs of a progressive rise from savagery.
As has been often re
marked, Egyptian culture seems to emerge fully developed from the night
of time. Here then we have one among many instances of a long period
of decline , illustrating the principle that races and civilizations rise and
fall, and that history goes in cycles, including innumerable ups and downs.
The Egyptian culture was inherited from a remote past, of which we have
no written record, but which is recorded in symbol and myth. The myths
of so-called aboriginals are similarly inherited, and in their case the ori
ginal form of the stories has become much garbled. The savages did not
invent the myths, to express their awe at the phenomena of nature or for
any other reason ; they derived them from those who came before them.
The existence of ancient continental distributions, such as Atlantis
and Lemuria, peopled by mighty civilizations belonging to earlier races
of humanity, has to be considered, and is amply dealt with in The Se
cret Doctrine. Many myths relate to such matters as these. Writers on
ancient astronomy., in this magazine and elsewhere, have shown the con
nexion between major cosmic events. such as the shifting of the earth's
axis and great floods, and the allegorical accounts handed down in myths.
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At this stage of modern progress we shall incur no censure for point
ing out, what is now so generally admitted by students of the Bible,
that the records in the opening chapters are symbolical in character ;
and that by so taking them, we are merely escaping from the fetters of
a narrow dead-letter interpretation, and approximating more closely to
the revelation they were really intended to convey. The fact that some
of these same stories are to be found among Asiatic peoples which pre
ceded the Hebrews in the same locality - and, for that matter, are found
in most other parts of the world - is no disparagement whatever of the
Jewish version. What is required is to get at the truth contained in these
records and to profit by it. The Theosophical interpretation vindicates
the Jewish Bible against some of its critics.
For instance, Robertson Smith describes the two accounts of creation
in Genesis I and II as a ' historical duplicate, ' thus implying carelessness
on the part of the compiler ; whereas H . P. Blavatsky shows, by com
paring the Bible account with other versions of the allegory, that the
two accounts are really parts of one narrative, being two distinct stages
in the evolution of man. One account of man's creation ( that in the
second chapter) depicts the evolution of the perfected physical body in
which Man (the Soul) dwells ; but the other account describes how that
human form was made into a complete man by the communication thereto
of the self-conscious human Mind. This twofold process in the evolution
of man is exceedingly important to bear in mind ; it is common to all
the ancient allegories of human evolution, and it disposes of certain ma
terialistic dogmas which would represent Man as being purely a product
of animal evolution on the one hand, or as being the product of a single
act of creation on the other . We thus have here an instance of the proper
and useful interpretation of ancient allegory.
In the Greek legend of Prometheus we have an analogous account of
how Man, already created by Zeus, is inspired with celestial Fire by an
other deific power, Prometheus ; while, for an example of a more degen
erated form of the same allegory, we may refer to that current among
the Ainos of Japan, where God sends the water-wagtail to separate the
water from the land, and molds the human form out of mud and sand,
putting a willow twig for a spine. Then God leaves his work and goes
back to heaven ; but calls the otter and gives him instructions how to
finish Man, telling the otter to give these instructions to a second god
who will come to give life to the model.
Pursuing the Biblical narrative, we come to the Fall of Man, wherein
we find the allegory of Man's misuse of his newly acquired powers, and
the retribution which overtakes him in consequence ; a circumstance
likewise recounted in the analogous stories from other anthropogonies.
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In all of these Man is shown as having fallen from a high estate, led astray
by his attraction towards material and sensual gratifications ; and the
Golden Age thus came to an end and Man was left to wander in ignor
ance until the time when he can win back that which he has lost and the
Golden Age shall come again. This allegory of the Fall is thus historical
in so far as it applies to the past history of mankind ; but it can be ap
plied on a smaller scale to the drama of the individual Soul. For the
immortal Man experiences a Fall when he undergoes the cycle of rebirths ;
and it then becomes his task and his destiny to make gradually a heaven
out of his earth by invoking his divinity as a means of overcoming the
illusions and temptations of terrestrial life. Thus what is accomplished
by each individual Soul on its own behalf, is achieved by mankind as a
whole on a larger time-scale - that is, Redemption is brought about by
the self-sacrifice of the incarnate Divinity.
The dual nature of Man is very beautifully symbolized in the myth
of the twin brothers Castor and Pollux, of whom we read that Castor
was the son of the Mortal, Pollux of the Immortal . Castor is slain, and
Pollux calls upon Zeus to slay him also. But this cannot be, because he
is immortal. But, sooner than dwell in Olympus without his brother,
Pollux elects to share his fate and pass half of his own existence under
ground and the other half in the heavenly abodes ; a semi-immortality
which is shared by Castor. On this myth, H. P. Blavatsky says :
Is this a poetical fiction only? An allegory, one of those ' solar myth '
interpretations, higher than which no modern Orientalist seems able to soar?
Indeed it is much more. Here we have an allusion to the ' Egg-born ' Third
Race ; the first half of which is mortal, i. e . , unconscious in its personality,
and having nothing within itself to survive ; and the latter half of which
becomes immortal in its individuality, by reason of its fifth principle being
called to life by the informing gods, and thus connecting the Monad with
this Earth. This is Pollux ; while Castor represents the personal, mortal
man, an animal of not even a superior kind, when unlinked from the divine
individuality. ' Twins ' truly ; yet divorced by death forever, unless Pollux,
moved by the voice of twinship, bestows on his less favored mortal brother
a share of his own divine nature, thus associating him with his own immortal
ity. --The Secret Doctrine, vol. I I , p. 123.
Though it may not be a poetical fiction merely, it is surely poetry of
a sublime type. Being the symbol of a great underlying truth, it neces
sarily has many correspondences, among them the astronomical corres
pondence ; but does this mean that the myth is merely astronomical?
Was this poetical allegory created for the sole purpose of representing
the alternation o( day and night? It is possible to describe the duality
of man's nature in plain prose, as is done in manuals ; and it is also pos
sible to represent it in this picture of the twin brothers and their love,
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and the sacrifice of the divine one for the other. In this form the great
truth goes down through the ages, unforgot and unforgettable, to be an
eternal inspiration and solace to pilgrims upon the path of life in every
clime. Is the soul mortal or immortal? - ask the doubters ; and we see
here that it is both mortal and immortal ; that that which is immortal
can never cease to be, neither can that which is mortal endure beyond
its season.
Among the most universal myths is that of the Flood, as to which
there is a consensus of testimony among traditions the world over, whe
ther in the Old World or the New, in civilized races or tribesmen. Un
doubtedly it refers to an actual event, such as those whereof geology
furnishes us the evidences ; and the memory of this cataclysm, transcend
ing the reach of our accessible written records, has not been obliterated
from the ineffaceable records of tradition. Yet this myth too has various
interpretations. The cataclysms which mark the divisions of geological
epochs, mark also the divisions between great races of humanity ; and
what is a deluge for the earth is a deluge for the man upon it. Not only
is the surface of the globe devastated and renewed, but great races are
swept away and their seed is preserved in an ' Ark ' (or remnant) to be
the nucleus for the race to come. The submergence of Atlantis destroyed
or scattered powers that had established a reign of evil, but that which
was worthy was saved. Such is one of the laws of evolution, on the small
scale and on the great ; and, as with the race, so with the individual,
that which has grown rank is purged away while the deathless seed is
carried over.
The astronomical significance of the Flood story is seen in the con
nexion between these periodic cataclysms and the passage of the equi
noctial point through a place in the sign of the Fishes ; but for further
information on this point the student must be referred elsewhere. The
question whether the Deluge story is historical or figurative is answered
by saying that it is both. All history is figurative, by virtue of the cor
respondences that pervade the universal scheme. Geological history is
incomplete because it leaves out Man, in deference to its foregone con
clusions as regards the past of humanity. But geological history really
runs pari passu with human history, and the history of geological changes
is the story of the birth and death of races.
In all mythologies we find Gods, demi-gods, and heroes playing an
important part as the teachers of men, the reference being to the more
spiritual races of men that preceded the materialistic civilizations. The
Golden Age is no .mere fable, but refers to the early sub-races of any great
Race. Often, too, the name of a single god or hero denotes not an indi
vidual but a whole race. The prevailing theory that man has somehow
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acquired knowledge by a long and arduous process of experimentation
and feeling his way in the dark, has to give way to the fact that man
always passes knowledge down from race to race, and that great Teachers
incarnate from time to time for the purpose of leading men onwards
and upwards.
No paper on such a topic as this can be more than merely sugges
tive ; for any attempt at an exhaustive treatment would result in the
production of many great volumes, and even then the writer would find
that his treatment would have raised more questions than it had settled.
To take all the known myths and expound all their seven keys is ob
viously a gigantic prospect. · A glance over The Secret Doctrine shows the
vast extent of the subject and the number of branching lines of study
which it involves. There is a huge science of numerical symbology,
touching the mathematical laws that underlie all quantities, whether spa
tial, temporal or otherwise ; there is the interpretation of names (espe
cially Hebrew) according to cryptographic rules like that of the gematria;
there is the science of the terrestrial and celestial movements and the
cycles of time indicated thereby ; and many other things too numerous
to mention. In short, symbology is the key to a whole vast world of
study unknown to modern culture, but representing knowledge that has
been familiar to mankind, and that is doubtless still accessible. Whether
the whole thing shall be thrust aside and shelved with a convenient
label as useless superstition, or accepted with gratefulness as a valuable
find, depends on the individual student.

THE Sadducees were the followers of one Zadok, a disciple of Antigonus
of Socho. They are accused of having denied the immortality of the (person
al) soul and that of the resurrection of the (physical and personal) body.
Even so does Theosophy ; although it denies neither the immortality of the
Ego nor the resurrection of all its numerous and successive lives, which
survive in the memory of the Ego. But together with the Sadducees - learned
philosophers who were to all the other Jews that which the polished and learn
ed G nostics were to the rest of the Greeks during the early centuries of our
era - Theosophy certainly denies the immortality of the animal soul and
the resurrection of the same physical body. The Sadducees were the scien
tists and the learned men of Jerusalem, and held the highest offices, such as
those of high priests and j udges, while the Pharisees were almost from first
to last the Pecksniffs of Judea.- H. P. Blavatsky
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LOR E :

by Rev . S . J. Neill

HE natives of New Zealand had no written language before
But we have not to go ba�k very
the arrival of Europeans .
.
.
.
far m the history of any people before we come upon p1ctonal
� representation. I t does not follow from this that our ances
tors, whether in the East or in the West, were without those things which
we are accustomed to associate with writing or printing. If they had no
books they had good memories. I t is wonderful how the memory can be
cultivated. In olden times, by training, by frequent repetitions, and the
like, the · pupil committed to memory a vast amount of learning. Even
those who were not specially trained to be living books, to be walking
Some of
encyclopaedias, could repeat a great deal in the form of stories.
these stories were simply records of persons and events. Others were more
in the nature of what we call ' legendary. ' Still others were not historical
at all, but were merely mental pictures of things in nature, or an attempted
explanation of phenomena. The need for writing in some form was felt to
be necessary when it was desired to express information to a person at a
distance. Perhaps the most primitive form of this was that of the Austra
lian savage cutting marks on a stick with an oyster shell, and sending it to
a distant friend : the messenger in this case having to explain what the
cuts meant.
The lack of books and of writing was in some measure compensated
for by good memories. It is said that even in our own day some have
committed to memory the whole of the New Testament, or the whole of
the Iliad. In India much of what we now learn from the printed page was
engraven on the tablets or the memory. Max Muller tells us of an Indian
student who was able from memory to correct a mistake in a book con
taining some old Indian teaching.
The ancients were gifted with the power of expressing their thoughts in
noble language, though they could not read nor write. Indeed they were
born orators very often, and some fragments of their oratory have come
down to us, lacking much of their original fire, no doubt, from our not
hearing them uttered.
The writer can remember well, over forty years ago, seeing Maori ora
tors address native gatherings. Before the Whare-puni there would be
various groups of natives squatted on their haunches : suddenly an orator
would spring to his feet, clothed in a native mat, and perhaps waving a
greenstone mere in his right hand. With hasty steps he would walk to a
given spot and, taking his stand, he would pour forth a number of impas
sioned sentences.. Then he would pause, and walk with great dignity to
another spot, take his stand, and again pour forth another torrent of elo
quence. Then pause, and return to the original spot, and again address
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the assembled crowd, gesticulating with his mere. This would be repeated
for fifteen minutes,
or les8, and then
the orator would sit

down as suddenly

as he had first ris-

en. \\Thereupon an-

other orator would

take his place.

There was, and is
the Maori speakers

still, one thing with

men could imitate

with advantage

the Maori did not

rise unless

something to say,

and having said it
lite were they that

which many white

he sat down. So pothey never infiicted

-

he had

words on their auhad no more ideas
expression.

dience when they
to which to give
Few of the old

Maori orators now

remain, but yet the

spirit that inspired

them is not dead.

Some time ago the

Hon. Wiremu Kerei

Nikora, member of

Legislative Council,

A

MAORI

in the New Zealand
and the Hon. Dr.

or the Upper House
Parliament;

died;

Pomare, member of
the Executive Council, and representing the Native Race, told the House
of Representatives of the death in these words :
The stars i n the heavens are getting scarce : the giant tree of the forest
is laid low; the mid-post of the t ri hal house is fallen ; the ridge pole is snapped
asunder, the house leaks, the shivering orphans of Tu are left disconsolate.
The Canoe of fate, ](aramu-raviki, fashioned in mythologic Hawa-iki from the
tree of tears and sorrow, has visited the house of my friend, as it will visit the
house of every man, and it has borne him to those mysterious realms which
we call night, whose gates are open but the one way, which canoe ret urns
ever empty.
It would be difficult to excel this.

The vivid forceful imagery, the com

prehensiveness ; the swift changing of metaphors, so terse, clear and strong,
are all full of pathos.
few.

The great ones of the race, the stars, are becoming

The late Chief is as a giant tree that has fallen in the forest.

be missed in so many ways.

He will

Then there is a swift glance at the results of

the war: Tu was the war-god, but he was sometimes regarded as the repre
sentative of man.

The concluding words are like a picture which cannot

be touched without spoiling it.
The sample given may serve to indicate a little of the character of
Maori eloquence, and it serves to show that the ancient spirit is still alive,
though not so frequent�y manifested as in former days, perhaps. From
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some of the ancient lore which has been preserved we may catch glimpses
of what Maori thought and its expression were long ago. A few specimens
may be given which will serve to show something of the thought-life of
the ancient inhabitants of Hawaiki, and also of their descendants in Aotea
roa, New Zealand.
There are two lines of thought visible in a survey of Maori lore, one
which relates to the origin of all things, and the other describing more espe
cially this earth and its heaven.
How much of this teaching was handed down from an ancient time,
and how much was of comparatively recent growth it is difficult to say.
That much was handed down seems evident from the long course of in
struction in the whare-kura or sacred college, which was sometimes five
years. This course may be described as both theoretical or metaphysical,
and practical. In the practical form it was what is called magic, and
the pupils were tested in their attainments to ' kill or cure ' in the pre
sence of the assembled tribe.
It would appear that the Maoris understood that whatever power
they exercised was by the help of ' elementals . '
The universe, to them, was neither a mere machine, nor a void, but
had its denizens on various planes. The Maoris had fairies, too, and
though we do not find very much about them, what we do find is very
interesting, as we shall see presently.
The priesthood of the ancient whare-kura formed ten distinct colleges.
Over all a master (Kahuna-nui) presided. The first three colleges were
devoted to the teaching of magic, sorcery and incantations. In the
fifth there was taught divination, and the power to transfer a spirit j ust
leaving the body to another body. In the sixth, medicine and surgery
were taught -- called lapaou-maoti. In the tenth were educated the
future prophets of the people. The name of the god invoked in these
ancient colleges was ULI, the Great Supreme, the Eternal God, in New
Zealand called Io.
There were various versions or statements of the ancient Maori mytho
logy, and in most of these the number ten appears to have prevailed.
We have seen that ten was the number of colleges for the priests. Ten
was also the number of the heavens. Ten was the number of the voids.
Ten was the number of the divisions of time. In the heavens, counting
upwards, the second, Waka-marie, was the heaven of rain and sunhsine,
the sixth, Nga-atua, was that of the inferior gods. The seventh was A u 
toia, and it is here that the soul was created. The tenth, Naherangi,
was the abode of the great gods. The word Kore means negation, nothing
ness, or void. As stated above, there were two conceptions of this, or
of evolution springing out of it ; for the void, Kore, contained the elements
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One of these had relation t o the aspect of space, the other to that

of time.

In some of the aspects of evolution Po, which means Night,

or the Cnscen, is made to precede the lr"oid.

The third genealogy says

that " Goel began his chant of the order of
Creation at Te l'o and sang : Te Po begat

Te Ao < Light), who begat Ao-lVlarama or
Daylight, who again begat Kori-tcliiwltia,"
etc.

All these clifferent forms of the ancient
Maori lore may be classed as metaphysical
ideas of creation,

in contrast with others

that have lo do directly with this earth
and its heaven -- t hi ngs of . which the sen

ses make us cognisant.
One of the best known an d most con
cise statements of the Maori

mythology

about the origin of the world and o f man
is that given by a celebrated chief to Sir
George Grey, who has laid the world un
der an obligation by his exacl rendering of

Maori teaching in his Polynesian Mytho

logy.

"THINKING OF BYGONE DAYS"

It is in part as follows:

Man had but one pair of ance:;tor:-;. They sprang from lhe vast heaven
that exists above us, and from the earth which lies beneath us. According
to Lhe tradition of our race, Rangi and Papa, or heaven and earth. were
the source from which, in the beginning, all things originated.
Darkness then rested upon the heavens and upon Lh� earth, and they
still clave together, for they had not yet been rent apart; and the children
they had begollen were ever thinking among themselves what might be the
difference beLween dark ness and light; they knew that beings had multiplied
and increased, and yet light had never broken upon them , but it ever contin
ued dark. Hence the!'-\e sayings are found in our ancient religious services :
" there was darkness from the first division of time unto t he tenth, to the
hundredt h, lo the thousandth," that is, for a vast space of time; and these
divisions of time were considered as beings, and were each termed a Po;
and on their account t here was as yet no world with its bright light, but
darkness only for the beings which existed.

After this follows an account of how the sons of Rangi

and Papa,

Heaven and Earth, allempted to raise the Heaven from the Earth; all
failed except Pane, who, with great effort, raised up the Heaven to its

present position.
·

It will be inleresting to read another version from the lips of one of

the last of the old chiefs, given a few years ago to Mr. Dittmer, an Eng-
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lish artist, who spent some time among the natives, and came into close

friendship with them.
These are the my words to you, my wanderer, words of old Matapo, the
oldest of his peopl e, and his eyes are closed that he cannot see you; but they
are opened again towards his heart, and what they see your eyes cannot
perceive, for upon those who dwell in the womb of night rest his eyes. Listen.
The beginning was J-o, the grea t alua, the god-power, and the world
was filled by Te-po-nui, the Great Darkness - ah! - Te-po-nui filled all
the space, from the first space to the hundredth, the thousandth space.
Ha, my listener, then was it t h at the Atua commenced his great song of
creation, and out of the Darkness sprang forth Life!
And out of the Darkness sprang forth Hine-N"ui-te po,

And out of the Darkness sprang forth Tc Ao, the Light!
Te-Ao - ha! --TcHa, my listener,
Ao gave bir th to
Rangi !
Rangi-nui.
the great Heaven.
And again sang
the atua his great
song of creation, and
out
of
Te-po-nui
sprang forth Tanga
roa. the God of the
Oceans !
And out of Te
po-nui sprang forth
Papa-tu-a-nuku, the
far -stret ch ing Earth.
Ha, the Earlh was
created! The Earth,
en. Ah! Rangi-nui,
and Rangi, the heav
the great Heaven!
Rangi took Hinen u i - t e - p o for h i s
wife, and the ir son
was Ha-nui-o-rangi,
the Great Breath of
Heaven.
And Han u i - o - r a n g i comh is
great
menced
movement, and forth
sprang Tawhiri-matea, the father of the
winds.
And again


Ha-nui-o-rangi commovement, and Te-

menced

his

great

ala-tuhi sprang forth

- the first Glimmer
of Light.
4500 FT. OF MITRE PEAK,
Te-ala-luhi ·was a
woman, and Rangi
i\llLFORD SOUND
took h er to wife. Her' daughter was
Te-marama, the Moon, and Rangi spoke full of joy:
"O woman, Te-ara-tuhi, look upon the beauty of Rangi ' s daughter ;
ha, she is his daughter for which he was longing " ; and he made her his eye,
his Eye of Night.
Lightening his path he went in search of his son. He found the woman
Te wera-wera, the heat, and his heart went out to her so that he took her to
wife, and Te-Ra was born, Te-Ra, the Sun! Then cried Rangi, full of joy:
"O woman, Wera-wera, look upon the beauty of Rangi' s son - ha, he is his
great son for which he was longing," and he made him h is other eye, his Eye
of t he Day.
The idea o( singing the universe into manifestation is worthy of
thought.

It harmonizes with what we know of the power of vibrations .
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It is clearly associated with the idea of numbers being at the foundation
of all things.
But the above is given not only to illustrate the old philosophy; it
serves also as a specimen of the vivid, terse, and expressive form taken
by the thought of this ancient race: and it will compare favorably with
other creation accounts, such as that in Ovid's i'1elamorphoses.
Before passing from this part of the subject, it . may be interesting to
note that nearly all the stories of magic among the Maoris, and they are
many, give great emphasis to the power of vibration.

Their rnantrarns

or incantations were represented as possessing great power, when a great
will-force accompanied them.

It must be confessed, however, that the

tendency seems to have been towards a selfish use of this power.

On this

account, as well as for other reasons, the lore of the whare-kura has al

most died out.

Knowledge or Power is a blessing to any people only when

there is wisdom to use it for good.
Another featw·e of Maori thought, that relating to fairies, is full of
great interest. W e know that for long ages the Maoris were shut off from
other

peoples,

whether

in

Hawaiki,

or in New Zealand; yet we find them
i n possession

of

a

fairy-lore

which

agrees wonderfully with that in the
distant lands of the West.
There is one fairy-story which tells
of a mortal mingling with the fairies
in the dark, and learning from them
the art of net-making.
to give.

There is another which is

more interesting and
we insert.
of

the

It is too long
shorter,

which

It is a good illustration

Maori

style.

The

locality,

Puke-more, is a hill in the vVaikato,
near which the writer lived for over
two years.
The story was told to Sir George
Grey,

by

an

old

chief

named

Te

Wherowhero, known as the first ' Mao
ri King.'

' ' GRANDPA ' '

The last Maori king, Ma-

huta Tawhiao Potatau Te vVherowhero, has as part o f his name that of
the old chief who told the story.

It was this Mahuta who met Katherine

Tingley in Auckland in 1896.
Te Kanawa, a chief of Waikato, was the man who fell in with a troop of
fairies upon the top of Puke-more, a high hill in the Waikato district.
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This chief happened one day to go out to catch kiwis wilh his dogs, and
when night came on found himself right al the top of Puke-more. So his party
made a fire to give t hem light , for it was very dark They had chosen a tree
to sleep under -- a very large tree, the only one fit for their purpose that
they could find ; in fact, it was a very convenient sleeping-place, for the tree
had immense roots, sticking high above the ground : t hey slept between the
roots, and made the fire beyond them.
As soon as it was dark they heard loud voices, like the voices of people
coming that way ; there were the voices of men, of women, and of children, as
if a very large party of people were coming along. They looked for a long time
but could see nothing ; till at last Ranawa kne\v that the noise must proceed
from fairies. His people were all dreadfully frightened, and would have run
away if they coul d ; but where could they run to? for they were in the midst
of a forest, on Lhe top of a lonely mountain, and it was dark night.
For a long time the voices grew louder, and more distinct as the fairies
drew nearer and nearer, until they came qui le close to the fire ; Te Kanawa
and his party were half dead with fright . At last the fairies approached to
look al Te Kanawa, who was a very handsome fellow. To do this they kept
peeping slyly over the large roots of the tree under which the hunters were
lying, and kept constantly looking at Tc Kanawa, whilst his companions
were quite insensible from fear. Whenever Lhe fire blazed up brightly, off
went the fairies and hid themselves, peeping out from behind stumps and
trees ; and when it burned low back they came close to it, merrily singing as
they moved :
!Tere you come climbing over jl,fount Tirangi
To v isit the handsome ch ief of N gapuhi,
Whom we have done with. *
A sudden thought struck Te Kanawa that he might induce them to go
away if he gave them all the j ewels he had about him ; so he took off a beau
tiful little figure, carved in green j asper, which he wore as a neck ornament,
and a precious carved jasper ear-drop from his ear. Ah, Te Kanawa was only
trying to amuse them to save his life, but all the time he was nearly frightened
to death.
However, the fairies did not rush on the men to attack them,
but only came quite close to look a t them. As soon as Te Kanawa had taken
off his neck ornament, and pulled out his j asper ear-ring, and his other ear
ring, made of a tooth of the tiger-shark, he spread them out before the fairies,
and offered them to the multitude who were sitting all around about the
place ; and thinking it better the fairies should not touch him, he took a
stick, and fixing it into the ground hung his neck ornaments and ear-rings
upon it.
As soon as the fairies had ended their song, they Look the shadows of the
ear-rings, and handed them about from one to the other until they had passed
through the whole party, which then suddenly disappeared, and nothing
more was seen of them.
The fairies carried off with them the shadows of all the j ewels of Te Ka
nawa, but they left behind them his jasper neck ornament and his ear-rings,
so that he took them back again, the hearts of the fairies being quite satisfied
*Te Wherowhero did not remember the whole son g : but that this was the concluding
verse ; it was probably in allusion to their coming to peep at Te Kanawa.
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at getting the sh;:i.dows alone ; they saw also that Te Kanawa was an honest,
well-dispositioned fellow. However,· the next morning, as soon as it was
light, he got down the mountain as fast as he could without stopping to hunt
longer for kiwis.
The fairies are a very numerous people; merry, cheerful, and always
singing, like the cricket. Their appear ance is lhat of human beings, nearly
resembling a European's; their hair being very fair, and so is their skin.
They are very different from the Maoris, and do not resemble them at all.
Te Kanawa had died before any Europeans arrived in New Zealand.
The above will serve as an illustration, not only of Maori lore, but of
the simple, strong, graphic style in ·which the Maoris expressed their
thoughts.

There are very few stories of fairies, and these few appear to

be native to the country, but they nevertheless contain certain elements
of marked likeness to the accounts of fairies in the northern hemisphere,
in Ireland, for instance. It ·would be difficult to trace fairy-tales from the
northern to the southern hemisphere.

But if some basis of fact underlays

the stories current in both hemispheres, the explanation would be easy
and natural.
One of the Maori legends, that of the magic head, which had the power
of destroying everything that came near it, is not unlike the account
recorded by H. P. Blavatsky in the second volume of The Secret Doctrine:
of a ' magic form' in Atlantis.

In both

cases the magic form is under the

control of ' Black Magicians,· and in both cases was animated or used
by 'spirits' or ' elementals. '. In both cases the magic form or head was
overcome ; in the case of the Maori, it was overcome by the use of power

ful mantrams or incantations mainly: in the case of the magic form of
which H. P. Blavatsky speaks, the blood, or 'life-water,' of a ' pure man'
could alone destroy him.
It is noteworthy how all accounts agree that Black Adepts come to
a bad end, whether in ancient Atlantis, or in Aotearoa, or elsewhere.

MITRE PEAK,

MILFORD SOUND .

I G black rain-clouds had rolled up out of the
west and covered the sky, so that it was almost
dark in the old orchard, where the gardener
had been picking up a basketful of fine apples
that the storm had shaken from the heavily
laden branches. He was j ust about to leave
when he saw a most unusual sight that made
him stand still in surprise ; for though it was not the first time he had
seen such a congregation, he had never seen them in the day time, and in
spite of the darkness it was still daylight. Where they all came from
was a mystery he did not attempt to fathom ; nor could he understand
why they should be so excited. They were all rushing about, tumbling
over one another in their hurry to hide behind dead leaves and tufts of
grass.
It would have been hard to guess how many of them there \Vere, but
certainly it was a great many, or ' a good few, ' as the gardener said to

himself, wishing to be precise without appearing pedantic, and at the
same time expressing a clear idea of quantity without indulging in ex
aggeration. He was cautious because he was so wise, as everyone would
have told you if you had inquired in the parish. He was ' universally
respected ' (as the tomb-stones in the churchyard say) , and was not feared
even by those who now showed such alarm, though of course it is well
known that they are most particular to avoid being seen by ordinary
people.
The gardener was not an ordinary person, as you might know by
merely looking at him : but a little way behind him j ust near the edge of
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the long grass stood Miss Jane. Now Miss Jane was the most ordinary
person you could well imagine. I can hardly tell you how remarkably
ordinary she was ; but I think that if you were to meet her unexpectedly
in the lane on a dark night you might run into her without seeing she was
there, she was so ordinary.
But ' they ' saw her, and they were all very much shocked to think
that they should have been caught at such a time by such an unusually
commonplace person as Aunt Jane.
As a matter of fact they were not caught, because she did not see them,
and as to the gardener they were not worried about him because he was
in a way privileged, and was moreover a man of tact and good feeling, as
anyone would know
i f they had heard
him telling the bees
when little Jeannie
died. He knelt beside the hive and
whispered to them :
" I've come to tell
you our Miss Jeannie is dead, and to
it amiss, and not go
ask you not to take
away, if you please. "
So the bees stayed.
ly no need at all for
So there was realed. The reason why
them to be so excitthey w e r e t h e r e
at such an unusual
really was not that
time was, that it
time by their clocks,
because there had
been a very sudden
change in the state
of the weather, and
no one had thought
to alter their clocks.
-Aunt Jane's clock
went on always j ust
the same no matter
what the weather
was)ike, but then
her clock was just
as ordinary as she
was, and more so no
one could be. Her
clock was older than
she was, and that is
saying a good deal,
and was taller too,
father's clock. '
for it was a ' grandTheir clocks were quite different : they had to be altered when the
weather changed, and during a thunderstorm they might stop altogether.
It was easy to regulate them, however, because ' they ' all knew what
time it was by the weather : unless, as in this case, some one forgot to
alter the clocks when the weather changed. That, of course, made con
fusion, as all neglect of duty does. They would have known it was too
early for them to come out if they had all been attending to duty.
I t was really only just tea-time, and Aunt Jane had gone to the or
chard to get a few apples, but the gardener had gathered them already

�
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and was about to take them up to the house, when he was stopped by that
most unusual sight. There he stood staring in such a way that Aunt
Jane thought he must be ill, perhaps from eating unripe apples, of which
he was very fond. That is how it happened that she appeared there in
the middle of the night, as ' the others ' thought, not having altered their
clocks. The gardener had never seen them so early before, not before
near night-time, and night begins at bedtime, as everyone knows. " Thom
as ! " said Aunt Jane severely, " What are you staring at there? Do you
know it is nearly tea-time and we have no apples in the house. I am sure
that some must have fallen today . "
Thomas turned hurriedly and
touched his cap, much embarrassed. " Beg pardon, ma 'am. I ' m coming
with the apples. They are fine and
ripe, and none the worse for being
wind-falls, if they be eaten at once, so
to speak. Better not to come on the
the grass, ma'am, after rain, in your
house shoes, if I may make so bold. "
Now this just shows how tactful
the gardener was.
He knew that
' they ' would not like to be disturbed
by a stranger, and so he tried to keep
his mistress from coming any nearer
by speaking of the wet grass, though
he knew quite well that she always
put on galoshes when it had been
raining. When he spoke so consider
ately, Aunt Jane forgot that she really
had her galoshes on, and pulled up
her skirt a little higher to keep it
out of the wet, though the path was
really almost dry.
When Miss Jane and the gardener
were gone there was no fear of any
one else coming that way, so that
' they ' felt safe again, and settled
down to the business of the evening.
When I say they settled down I mean
figuratively, for the business they
were engaged upon included a most
elaborate and intricate set of dances. It was full moon that day.
That night the moon was fuller than usual, because of the storm, per
haps, that made it look as red as a setting sun j ust peering through the
·
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trees on one side of the orchard, while the sunset had not yet faded from
the sky on the other side.
The moon was in a great hurry to get above the trees, but the higher
it rose the paler it became, and the more lonely it looked. It shook off
the clouds and rose up pale and proud in its utter loneliness .
Somehow it was like Aunt Jane. She was pale and proud and very
lonely now. She was rosy when she was a girl : but that was long before
the children grew up and went away leaving her alone in 'the Grange.'
She began to be lonely before that, when their father was killed in
the wars and their mother died of grief. That was when she began to look
pale. Now her hair was white, and there was no color to speak of in her
cheeks, and she was just an ordinary old woman, as I said.
The loneliness had become painful, when all the elder children had
grown up and gone out into the world, and then little Jeannie the youngest
went without saying goodbye or telling her where she was going. Aunt
Jane had tried to be a mother to them when their real mother died, but
she always felt that she could not be quite the same to them as their own
mother had been. So that when the elder ones l eft her she was not sur
prised ; but she had loved little Jeannie best of all. She had been born
just when her father died, and so she had never really known any other
mother than Aunt Jane, who had taken them all into her own house and
tried to make it a home for them. Their mother was her younger sister
Mary, who had married the handsome young soldier that everyone thought
was courting Miss Jane. Poor Miss Jane ; she thought so too ; but that
was long ago, and now they were all gone, and the house was very quiet.
Out in the orchard there was plenty of company, if she had only known
how to find it ; but whenever she went there she only saw Thomas the
gardener, and the blackbirds and thrushes, that tried to eat the fruit
without being caught in the nets which the gardener spread over some of
the best trees. He was not talkative and never mentioned ' the others '
to anyone. He called them ' the others ' in his own mind because he did
not know what else to call them. He could not find any mention of them
in the Bible, which was the only book he ever consulted ; he generally
could get what he wanted by the old plan of opening it at random and
reading a passage, which would contain the answer to his thought, if he
could read it right. But though he could find many strange things in
that wonderful collection of old writings he never found a name for the
little people in the orchard. He knew they were not ghosts, nor evil
spirits, such as mad Betty was said to have dealings with. ' They ' were
so happy and full · of the joy of life.
He had never heard of fairies, because he had been so carefully brought
up by his parents, and had always gone to Sunday-school till he went to
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work for Miss Jane's father, and since then he had not found time to read
storybooks ; and though t h e village people believed in ghosts and evil
spirits they knew nothing about fairies, or if they did they kept it to
themselves as he did. Mad Betty used to sit all night alone in the church
yard talking to the ghosts there. It was said she had been seen dancing
with them among the tombstones on moonlight nights, and the people
mostly were afraid of her ; but she never come near the orchard. It
was rather a lonely spot, because Thomas lived in a cottage near one gate
in the high fence, and the only other way to get there was past the coach
man's house, that was near the stables where a big dog was chained up.
So the old orchard was really quite secluded from the world.
Thomas had supper at the Grange and went home for the night,
usually passing the orchard by a short cut, but on this occasion he went
the other way in order to see if ' they ' were still there ; and he was not
disappointed, for they were dancing like mad and took no notice of him.

They had made a big ring round one of the oldest appletrees, and were
swinging round and round at such a pace that their feet swept the dew
into a smooth floor like a glass ring laid flat on the top of the grass, which
shone in the moonlight like silver. Sometimes they all seemed to melt
into one another and to reappear in new shapes ; they were changing all
the time ; and the apples on the trees shouted with delight, and sang the
tune ' the others ' danced to, while the bn1nches clapped their leaves to
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mark the rhythm of the dance, which was far too intricate for Thomas to
follow intelligently. He noticed that some of the figures seemed to sug
gest flowers that opened, and buds that blossomed, and fruit that scat
tered seeds to the ground ; and he suspected that they were putting new
life into the old trees, so that they could go on blossoming and bearing
fine fruit every year, j ust as if they were no older than when they were
quite young.
But if this was really their method of cultivation, it was strangely
different from his own, for when the appletrees got old and began to bear
less fruit he used to give them doses of strong manure-water from the
pigstye, and if one of the pigs died he would bury it at the roots of an old
tree, and then the tree revived and bore finer fruit than before. For a
moment he tried to imagine what Miss Jane would say if he took to
dancing round the trees on moonlight nights with the coachman and
the house servants perhaps. Why it would make a scandal in the parish
and probably get him locked up in the lunatic asylum.

When he looked closer he saw that the shining ring on which they
danced was more tl).an j ust dew. There were vapors coming up out of
the ground, and these were caught by the dancers' feet and whirled
round just like eggs beaten by an egg-whisk ; a delicate foam flew off and
was absorbed gre�dily by the tree. Then he understood that they were
changing the bad-smelling manure that he put into the ground into
food for the tree, and no doubt then� were others at work underground,
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or perhaps the same workers did the underground work when the weather
was not good for dancing. This made him feel a great deal more respect
ful to these beautiful little creatures, and he thought a man might be
proud to think that he had helpers such as these, though at the same time
he could not help reflecting that he had often taken all the credit to him
self when people admired the beautiful fruit that grew in the old orchard
He would be more careful in the future, he thought.
How long he stood there he did not know, but when he got to his own
door he felt inclined to stay out a little longer and think about what he
had seen ; so he lit his pipe and strolled down the lane to the churchyard
where the moonlight lay softly on the graves . He leaned on the gate
and thought it was very quiet here, when he was startled by a low chuck
ling laugh, and there in the shadow of a tombstone sat mad Betty. She
pointed to a vacant spot and said :
" That's where ye'll be digging her grave. Just there. " "-Hark !
D'ye hear that? " she added.
Thomas did hear, and understood what she meant. It was a dog
howling. He recognised the sound, and knew that it was the dog in the
stableyard, and the mad girl took it to be a death-warning. But then
the gardener reflected that dogs often do howl at night when the moon
is full. Still it made him uneasy, and he said :
" You'd best be getting home, my lass."
He always spoke kindly to the poor girl. She laughed queerly and
answered :
" It's you that had best go home. They 'll be wanting you at the house. "
Then she began t o sing in a queer disjointed way, but she seemed
quite happy, and Thomas turned to go home knowing she would do just
what came into her head, and he saw no reason to trouble about her ;
but he was uneasy.
He knew the death-warning as well as anyone in the parish, and his
mind went naturally to his old mistress, who was getting on in years
no doubt ; but, he reflected, she was never ailing. No one ever heard Miss
Jane complain of ill health. But there was a misgiving in his heart as he
turned homeward, and heard the mad girl crooning to the dead in the
churchyard, where the moonlight lay so peacefully on little Jeannie's
grave and the vacant place beside it.
While the gardener was watching the dancers in the orchard Miss
Jane was alone in her sittingroom with her knitting and a book for occu
pation, and the �at for company. The room was very quiet, the sound
of the servants' voices in the housekeeper's room could not penetrate
the thick walls or the solid doors of the old house, and though the window
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was still open no sound came from the garden except the occasional hoot
of an owl.
The book on her lap was a mere pretense, for her thought was con
tinually brooding over the problem of little Jeannie's departure. Why
did she go away like that? Why should she not have been content
to live on and
to grow up like
the rest? She
never seemed
to fret or to be
unhappy, and
her aunt loved
her more than
all. Yet she
had gone away
_,,......
without a word
of regret. The
doctor said it
was pneumon
ia, and seemed
to think that
that explained
it. The cler
gyman of the
parish said her
soul had gone
on to paradise ;
and the tomb
stone said : ' ' Here lies the
Body of Jane,
etc . " But no
one seemed to
know where her little Jeannie had gone to. They said it was very sad .
Aunt Jane said nothing about her thoughts, and no one knew how her
heart ached all the time. If she had told the doctor he would certainly
have considered it serious ; but Miss Jane never consulted the doctor
about her own health, and attributed the pain in her heart to sentimental
ity, for which she had a great contempt ; besides it was nobody's business
but her own, she said. The knitting needles clicked quietly and the cat
purred softly, that was all the sound there was in the room.
Miss Jane looked over her spectacles at the fireplace and almost
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wished it were cold enough for a fire, there is so much company in a fire.
Her days were busy, but it was her rule to spend the evening alone with
her knitting and the cat ; the book was for the sake of appearances and
to set an example to the servants. She had a great deal to think about :
life is so full of problems, that are not answered by the explanations
people give of them. She did not talk about such things to other people
now, for she saw that they knew no more than she did. She j ust held
her tongue when they said that things happened ' by the will of God,'
or ' by accident, ' or as ' a judgment for the wickedness of the world. '
Such words did not seem t o mean much t o her. She wanted t o know why
the world was so lonely and where little Jeannie had gone to. She was
occupied all day attending to the servants in the house, or to the wants
of the poor in the village. She was giving advice to some, and scolding
others, telling the mothers how to manage their children, and the men how
to improve their gardens, admonishing the young women, and inspecting
generally the moral and sanitary condition of the parish ; yet she was
alone all the time : and there was pain at her heart. She felt as if she
were a stranger in her own comfortable old house. I t was as i f she had
lost her way and wandered into a strange contry where she knew no one.
It must have happened long ago ; she did not know just how it came
about, though it had struck her first just when her sister Mary told her
of her engagement. That was the first time that she noticed the pain in
her heart. She had not been able to think of the kind words she knew
were expected from her. Her lips turned cold and her heart seemed to go
dead, yet its beating stabbed like a knife. She tried to be glad for Mary's
sake, and despised herself for her own selfish meanness. It was then that
she began to feel as if she had been turned out of her own home and the
door had closed behind her.
Everyone thought she must be very happy to have such a comfortable
house of her own as the Grange, and such good servants to take care of
her. But she was alone.
They thought her proud and hard no doubt, but they all respected
her ; though she herself thought she was a poor soul who had not sense
enough to know when she was well off. That, however, she kept to her
self, feeling that it was not anybody's business but her own. She despised
sentimentality, and had no more religion than was necessary for the pro
per conduct of a respectable household. She read family prayers night
and morning for the benefit of the servants, and on Sundays she went
church as an example to the villagers. She was on friendly terms with
the Vicar of the parish, but did not consider him in any way qualified to
give her counsel on the deeper maters which she brooded over in private,
a1;1d as to more material concerns she held that she had naught to learn
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from any man or woman of her acquaintance. I fear she was proud ;
but her pride was not offensive.
Brooding over the eternal problem she let fall her knitting and dis
turbed the cat, who woke up and yawned, then stretched her legs lazily
and looked to see if the door was open, feeling that it was a pity to stay
indoors on such
a beautiful night.
Then she looked at
the fireplace, and
all down her back.
the fur b r i s t 1 e d
She was down on
the floor and out
a flash, scattering
of the window in
Miss Jane's knitting and knocking
the book off her
lap on to the floor.
accustomed to the
Aunt Jane was
cat's eccentricities,
but still she wondered what made
the fur stand up
just going to pick
like that. She was
up her knitting
when she noticed
in the fireplace.
something strange
in the grate, notThere was a light
withstanding nothing was burning
gently and seemed
in it.
It pulsed
about to blossom
out like some wonderful flower. She
watched it eagerly,
j ust as little Jeannie used to do
when she sat on
the hearth rug and
talked to imaginary things in the
always peculiar,
fire. The child was
and used to ask
strange questions
that nobody could
answer. Her aunt
thought it wrong
loved her, but she
to ' encourage foolish notions in children. ' So naturally Jeannie had
learned to keep her thoughts to herself, just as the gardener did.
Miss Jane took off her spectacles and rubbed her eyes. She sat up
straight and stiff, indignantly ashamed that her imagination should play
her such a trick. To think that such a thing should happen in her own
sitting room, with the lamps lighted, and not yet bedtime !
I f it had been at midnight in the north room she would have known it
was the ghost, which had become respectable from long-established re
pute ; but this was something new, and Miss Jane disapproved of all
innovations. But at the same time she was as curious as a child and
watched the light with intense interest. She remembered the odd little
cry of delight the child Jeannie gave the last time she had sat gazing
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into the fireplace, and she felt just like a child herself though she made
no sound as she watched the flower expand its luminous petals. She
would have declared with some asperity, that such things could not
happen, at least not in her presence, and yet here she was just as eager
as a child to see what would come next.
The flower grew and opened out till it filled the fireplace and in its
heart there appeared a queenly little lady dressed in a very old-fashioned
costume such as Miss Jane had never seen. She was very dignified and
she smiled so sweetly that Miss Jane smiled back at her with an expression
on her face such as none of her acquaintances had ever seen there.
The visitor made a courtly curtesy and said politely :
" Will you come with me for. a little while across the water? " She
pointed to a beautiful boat that was coming round the point where the
rushes grew and where the waterlilies left an open space.
Miss Jane could not refuse : indeed she was as eager to go as if she
were a child again. She really was a child at heart, and had never grown
up ; so now she ran down the bank to the water's edge and was not afraid
to wet her shoes. She stepped into the boat just as Jeannie used to do,
and the boat moved off across the shining lake. The lady smiled at her
so sweetly that she felt just like a child coming home from school for the
summer holidays and meeting her mother again.
When the housemaid came in to arrange the chairs for family prayers
she thought Miss Jane was asleep in her highbacked chair, so she coughed
once or twice to wake her up without calling her, for the old lady was
most indignant if they caught her napping. But Miss Jane did not wake
up. She was far away, and was not thinking about that old body in the
high-backed chair. She had found the way home, and she was not lonely
any longer. It seemed to her that Life was very beautiful.
When the housemaid got no answer and saw that her mistress did
not move, she was terribly alarmed. She suddenly remembered what
Cook had said not half an hour ago when the dog began to howl. She
did not stay a moment, but rushed back to the housekeeper's room, and
soon had all the rest as hysterical as herself. No one knew what to do,
and none of them dared go to call the gardener or the coachman, though
generally they were glad of an excuse for a little walk on a moonlight night.
Just then the back door opened and Thomas the gardener came into the
kitchen to see if anything was amiss.
He had hesitated a while about going in, as it was so late and the house
seemed quiet, but ·he saw or fancied he saw a light in the north room, and
that was so unusual that he decided to go in, and to make some excuse
for his visit if necessary. But no excuse was needed, he was more than
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welcome. They all looked up to him as a man of judgment who always
knew what to do in an emergency.
He went at once to the sitting room, and then sent the scullery-maid,
who had recovered herself more than the rest, to ask the coachman to
go fetch the doctor, who lived a mile or more away, and then he talked
to them till they became a little more rational, though nothing could
stop the flow of tears, which they thought appropriate to the occasion.
but which seemed to him just a piece of ' woman's foolishness.'
When the doctor had pronounced his verdict, the wailing broke out
afresh, and it was generally decided that it was the duty of Thomas the
gardener to keep watch for the rest of the night, which he gladly agreed
to as a mark of respect to his late mistress.
He established himself in the ' morning room ' adjoining the sitting
room, in which the body of Miss Jane had been laid out on an old sofa
to await the undertaker.
Death, that was a subject of horror to the other servants, had no
terrors for him. He regarded it as the opening of a door into an unknown
region. He had consulted the Bible to find authority for his theories of
death and of the state after death, and it would have sadly shocked the
vicar to hear how that wonderful book could be made to endorse such
heretical views. But Thomas followed the injunction, ' Search the Script
tures. ' He searched till he found a text to fit the need, and then he per
suaded himself that he had got teaching from the ' good book ' , whereas
his own soul was his guide, and he, being of a pure heart and clean life,
did not misinterpret the intuition that gave him light on many a dark
mystery of life .
As he sat there in the silence of the night he dreamed strange waking
dreams. First he saw a dim figure cross the patch of moonlight that lay
upon the floor ; he had opened the window and turned down the lamp,
preferring the peaceful moonlight to the artificial glare of the lamp.
The figure was that of a lady in an old-fashioned dress. She went into
the sitting room and after a few moments returned as she had come,
going along the passage that led to the north wing. This seemed to him
quite natural, or at least quite appropriate, though he knew that if he
mentioned it to the servants they would probably refuse to stay another
night in the house.
Then he went to look out at the garden, which was a fair sight under
the full moon. It seemed larger than usual ; the pond stretched away
beyond its natural limits, and he almost thought he could see the moun
tains in the distance. He got so interested in following the play of his
imagination, or whatever it was that caused him to see such strange
things in a place he knew so well, that he forgot that he was Thomas the
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gardener at the Grange. He looked across the water to the other side,
and it was very beautiful. It seemed a long way off, and yet he could see
it all quite clearly. There was a beautiful boat with two ladies in it.
Both were young and very fair to look on, and they seemed so happy
that Thomas thought this must be the shores of Paradise. One of the
ladies saw him standing on the other side and pointed to where he stood ;
then her companion turned and waved her hand to him; and smiled as
no one had ever smiled at him before ; and he knew it was Miss Jane
herself; not her old body, but her very self, all bright and beautiful
and happy as a child should be.
He wanted to follow her, and looked for a boat to take him over ;
but there was none to be seen ; and when he looked again across the lake
the other shore was far away, so that he could not distinguish the shining
figures moving near the brink ; and even as he watched them they faded
into a mist, and he was alone once more standing by the water's edge.
He felt a little lonely, and it seemed hard to have to leave the lake so long
as there was the chance of a boat coming to fetch him over. He looked
across, but the lake seemed growing smaller, and he was all alone. Still
he stood waiting. Something stirred beside him : a cat came and rubbed
itself against his leg with a low ' miaow.' He stooped down to stroke it,
and when he did so he recognised the house cat, and found himself stand
ing again at the window. Looking out, he saw the garden and the pond
with the laurel hedge and the trees beyond it, j ust as he had known it
for the last forty years. The clock showed that it was but a few minutes
since he was sitting thinking of his dead mistress and wondering where
she was : yet he felt as if he had been away in another world for a long time
and had seen beautiful sights and talked with wonderful beings. But
it all slipped away from him when he tried to recall the things he had seen
and heard. Only he had an impression that Miss Jane had smiled at
him so happily that he thought it would be a glad day for him when he
too should go across the shining lake and be allowed to stay a while upon
the other side.
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STRUCTUR E AND FUNCT ION , by E. A. Caryn
"'� T is not so many years since Materialism, naked and unashamed, preached the glory of Matter -- life was a product
�h� l ')) &� o.f matter, thought a secretion, and structure decided . func
; ::::02'.L':'&B tion. But the pendulum has swung round to a saner view of
life, though still a far from complete one, We have re-established the
aphorism that function precedes structure, but only as regards life as a
whole. Function precedes structure in the race, but so far, not in the
individual, or only to a limited extent.
The appearance of desire, of need, of function - - results in str ucture
to correspond, and hence evolution. The desire, the need for change,
brings change in the building of life-structure.
But must we draw the line between life as a whole and life in detail,
between species and individual? and i f it applies to individual life -- to
what extent? - where is it to stop or begin? I f the physical structure of
the race is the product of new desire, new function, so must be that of the
individual ; and if of the indidual during life, what of the structure with
which he starts life? I f the need, the desire for any special sense, for acut
er hearing, for example, arises, the organism tends to adapt itself; if the
desire for music is born, the musical and discriminative senses become
m ore acute, the fingers more become lissome, etc. ; as an outcome of the
desire, the physical senses become adapted. With any desire - if it be
only the desire to waken early - the physical organs are straightway
modified. And so all through life, this process is going on, until at the end
of life we can almost say that the condition of the body and its organs is
largely the outcome of the doings and thinkings, the desires and needs of
the soul inhabiting it.
I f, then, the law of the relationship of function to structure rules in the
upbuilding of the Race, if we see it still at work in the bodily modifications
of the individual throughout life, what are we to say of the initial building
of the body? Did function have no place there ; and is the soul merely the
expression of the body after all? Is man artistic only because the artistic
organs are developed? and without interest or taste in music if they are
not? Or is the reverse true - that the machinery of art is present because
the function, desire, faculty of art is present and has evolved it? It is
either this : that the Soul is the expression of the body and structure dic
tates function, or that as during life we perceive a soul modifying the
bodily mechanism, so we must postulate a soul preceding and pre-existing
the body through which and in which it expresses itself - the bodily struc
ture being built on the mental mold of the soul behind it.
The position ' would be more intelligible to us if we would revise our
conception of the body and realize more definitely what it actually is, and
how different our relation to it is, from what we normally think. If we
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regard it merely as a machine we are at least one step forward. We
have reached the point of recognising that it is not ourselves but some
thing that we use and own.
Let us consider for a moment the processes of the birth and building
of the body.
Put briefly, it starts as a single cell, which shortly dividing, becomes
two, and these in their turn repeat the process and so on. But however far
we carry the process, it does not bring us anywhere. It is merely a state
ment of process, of happening, and tells us nothing of the real processes
and of their causes. It tells us minutely of the effects, but nothing of the
causes ; it tells us of the assembling of the cogs and wheels, but nothing
of the directing agency.
If now function does precede structure, if the need, the desire, for
sense and organ does precede sense and organ, the soul must possess these.
As we have said, the soul is either the product of the body, and organ and
sense
structure - precede the need or desire for them, or the character
of the structure evidences the need of the soul, and appears in response.
Suppose we see then in this first cell, the first body of the Soul, the first
elemental life with which it associates itself, an organism belonging to, and
corresponding to, the first dawn of consciousness on this plane.
But this suffices only for the first stage : the Soul needs to contact life
(physical) at all points, and in response some cells out of the growing ag
gregation of cells are found to meet special ends, some seeing for him, some
hearing, others performing other essential functions.
But in all, though they are fashioning themselves in general after the
manner of the race, though in general they pattern themselves according
to the stage which humanity has reached and may be said to be merely
a stock pattern (though even here we shall have to account for the pattern) ,
in detail there is ample evidence of a variation from pattern and an adap
tation to special need, or a failure to reach the standard. One (or more)
organ or sense is markedly efficient or inefficient. In one, the brain
structure is that of a thinker, in another of a musician, and behind such
structure there must have been similar function or lack of function ; the
pattern-maker has modified the pattern for his special needs, and the
variation is in response to those needs. He is not artistic because the art
istic organs were especially fine, he is not inartistic because they were de
ficient, but being artistic he is enabled so to shape the pattern on which
the body is built; being inartistic he lacks that power - lacking the de
sire. This is not ignoring the forces of heredity in our scheme, for these
also play their part, but we see in this an obvious response to desire, need,
function, just as though the change took place after birth ; which indeed
it does, though we may for convenience refer to it as the prenatal stage.
-
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But now let us review the matter again, asking ourselves this time
what is this body which is built up. We have seen it in its beginnings as
a single cell, but it is a living organism, however elementary, and each cell
that is added is also a living entity. In other words, the body is ultimately
a group of ' lives, ' and grouped around centers which are also lives, and
all display consciousness of a sort, all possess the power of adjusting them
selves to environment, of recuperation.
The material of the body then is not some dumb thing called matter,
but life, and it is life in its lower forms with which we are surrounded and
through which we work and with which we are linked, and further, life
which we impress with the qualities it expresses.
It is these body-cells which we impress with, say, the craving for
alcohol, and we impress it in exactly the same way as we impress any other
liking on any living thing, viz., by accustoming them to its use.
We train them to habits as we train a dog or a child, for as we have
said, we are not dealing with a dead something called ' matter, ' but with
a collection of living entities.
And it is in that fact, and in our relation to these cell-lives that we
shall find the suggestion of the function that preceded the first bodily
structure . The link between man and those lower forms of li fe which
compose the body is, as we know, vital and intimate, but we have yet to
realize that it is not a passing phase and that our responsibility for their
evolution did not begin at birth and does not end at death - and in bear
ing the habits and qualities with which we have endowed them, they bear
also the penalties which will confront us in the future. For as they have
gathered together in response to the call of the soul to form the physical
vehicle of today, so it is they who will return to form the body of each
future incarnation, and carrying with them the abilities and disabilities
with which we ourselves have endowed them. As the function, desire,
modifies the structure of today, so it dictates the structure of the future.
The brain which cannot function is the group of cell-lives whose activities
have been perverted, and which cannot again build true ; the feeble di
gestion is not a poor piece of machinery but a group of cell-lives which,
by our want of self-control, have lost the power to function fully.
And as we misuse now, so we must return to clothe ourselves anew in
a body the lives of which have lost the power to build well. Here as else
where, the structure follows function, and the fate ·of a disordered, ill
working organism, is the fate we have made for ourselves. The soul
struggling under a body which will not express it, which denies it full
powers, is reaping its own sowing : the structure has followed his own
functioning - the cell-lives whose vigor has been sapped, whose natures
have been warped, have lost the power to build well, have lost the instinct
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to build truly. They return stamped with the characteristics, the weak
nesses, the distortions, imposed upon them, and they build according to
the pattern they have been taught. And, weakened by misuse, their vital
energies sapped by abuse, they have not the power to build strong.
Our habits are not merely our habits : the body is the vehicle through
which the soul experiences ; if the body did not respond, desire could not
be satisfied, and to form the habit of satisfying a desire involves training
the life-cells of the body to form the habit also, ai:id while the first stage of
destroying a habit is the ceasing of desire, there still remains the undoing
of the mischief wrought on the entities who supply the experiences the
soul cannot gain for itself.
The physical appetites belong to the body, belong to the life-entities.
And the change from childhood to manhood, and onward through the
stages of life, is a change in the physical make-up. The body of the child
gives place imperceptibly to the body of the man, new generations of life
cells pour in, bringing with them the characteristics of the new stage, and
life's experiences change as new generations pour in . It is kno"'n that
with each group of years, the body-cells change and are replaced by new
ones, but not of the same nature. The soul is, as it were, the spectator of
a panorama of life. We do not grow out of our habits, they rather fall
from us with the bodily change, and the incoming cell-lives bring a new
picture before the soul with each new generation. The bodily character
istics of childhood give place to those of manhood ; sex-life appears,
endures for its term, and vanishes to give place to a new phase. We are
confronted at every stage with the sowings of the corresponding childhood,
manhood, old age, of other lives. We do not escape by this or that habit
of vice falling from us ; we have still to undo the evil wrought, as the cycles
of reincarnation bring to pass the re-entry of the cell-lives involved. So
the issues are far-reaching and vital, they concern not only ourselves, but
also those lower forms of life for whose evolution we are responsible ; and
they concern not only those present, but the future, and more than all
they concern the value we can extract from life. We contact life on the
physical plane through the body, that is to say through the lives belong
ing to this plane. The soul does not eat and drink, and enjoys vicariously.
The soul may desire, but without a body or with a body unable or
unfit to satisfy, desire must consume it. With a body below the level of
health and hence inadequate to meet its needs, unable to respond to its
call, that much of life is lost, so many weeks or years fail to bear fruit. The
body is more truly than we know the very temple of God, but for most of
us so heavily curt.ained by the dimness we have drawn over it, by the mis
use we have made of it, that it is really only in its outer courts that we
ever stand.

